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Chapter Four 
 
“Neither a Woman, Nor a Man,” Almost: The Questionable Premise of Sally 
Potter’s Orlando 
 

Simple white credits on a black background. No special effects, fancy typography, areal 

shots or animated lettering. The opening sequences of British filmmaker Sally Potter’s 

adaptation, Orlando (1992) are aesthetically straightforward and unpretentious. 

Following her acknowledgments to co-producers and financiers, the words “A film by 

SALLY POTTER … based on the book by VIRGINIA WOOLF” are followed by a 

pause, then a tentative splash of Fred Frith’s electric guitar. Orlando’s voice rises at the 

edge of audibility, reciting a sixteenth-century epic by Edmund Spenser, The Faerie 

Queene.1, As the credits roll, the cadence of actress Tilda Swinton’s voice runs up against 

Frith’s polished chords, faltering yet persistent, as if Orlando is attempting to memorize 

Spenser’s poem, or reading it aloud for the first time. Juxtaposed against this audio 

montage, the film’s title, all caps, juts out abruptly: ORLANDO.  

While this pastiche of credits, music and text might seem straightforward at first 

blush, it initiates Potter’s film in a series of adaptive clinamen that alter the “original” 

beginning of Woolf’s novel, and assert the potential for revision that lies at the heart of 

                                                
1 Using Frith’s electronic sound as the backdrop for this scene is an interesting choice; on the one hand, the 
song is evocative and has its affective hooks, while, on the other hand, its use of electronic music as 
somehow connotative of the Elizabethan era corresponds to Potter’s signature postmodern style. And Frith 
is no stranger to Potter’s ouevre; in addition to Orlando, Potter collaborated with Frith on The Tango 
Lesson (1997) and Yes (2004). Frith’s recording recording legacy includes the production of genre-bending 
albums with musicians as diverse as Brian Eno, Anthony Braxton and John Zorn. Of course, combining 
Spenser’s poem with the music gives Potter’s adaptation another layer of embellishment; neither the poem 
nor Spenser its author ever appear in Woolf’s text.  An epic in two volumes, Spenser’s Faerie Queen was 
never officially “completed.” It was reputedly written in honor of Queen Elizabeth I; its first half was 
published in 1590, the second installation in 1596. Queen Elizabeth reputedly liked the poem so much she 
awarded Spenser a pension of 50 pounds per annum; a fact that hints Woolf may have patterned Orlando’s 
interactions with character Nick Greene on the Queen’s interactions with Spenser, as Greene is constantly 
trying to hit Orlando up for a similar pension. 



any adaptation.2 Potter’s first misprision can be detected in her title, ORLANDO, which 

shifts the capitalization of the protagonist’s name to all-caps and drops the “biography” 

altogether. Obviously, this condensation immediately raises a number of questions 

concerning Potter’s elegiac promise that her film is “based on the book by VIRGINIA 

WOOLF.” How closely can her film be based on the book, when her first adaptive move 

is to remove the title’s associations with the very traditions of patriarchal biography that 

Woolf sought to parody?3 Is Potter implying her Orlando is not a satire or a biography, or 

is her film otherwise different than Woolf’s book in this regard? Or does she simply think 

Woolf’s title is too long, boring, complex, or confusing?4 And if Potter is going to initiate 

her film by altering Woolf’s title, what other key details will she jettison or transform? Is 

she going to make her adaptive strategy known to us, or is she going to leave her viewers 

to sleuth it out themselves? Would that be so bad?  
                                                
2 In adaptation studies – particularly in the wake of Harold Bloom’s “Six Revisionary Ratios” – the term 
clinamen has often been used to define the ways in which adapters “swerve” from their influential source 
texts and authors, revising works in ways the original author may not have intended – and might have 
disapproved of. It is commonly acknowledged that Bloom patterned his notion of clinamen after Lucretius, 
who used the term to account for the ways in which atoms curve unpredictably through a void at no fixed 
place or time. Ironically, the modes of tribute and fidelity, which Potter evokes in her opening credits, have 
long been the sites of debate in contemporary adaptation studies. Significant clinamen often take place 
under the banner of tribute. Critic Dan Geddes calls Bloom’s notions on clinamen among his “strongest,” 
explaining acts of clinamen as creative forms of “misprision” (from the Old French term mesprendre, “to 
misunderstand”). Although Bloom does not explicitly discuss the process of adaptation in his Anxiety of 
Influence, he does describe poetic misprision as an act of “strong misreading” and “creative interpretation” 
that often precedes the alteration of a “strong” work of literature (1997: 69). 
3 In “Orlando’s Sister, Or Sally Potter Does Virginia Woolf in a Voice of Her Own,” scholars Karen 
Hollinger and Theresa Winterhalter meticulously detail Potter’s extensive revisions of Orlando, which they 
see as large-scale revisions that are “without question, extensive and involve alterations in plot, narration, 
and, despite her claims to the contrary, thematic content” (2001). 
4 The complex relationship of commercial success and “mainstreaming” in films with an avant-garde theme 
is clearly linked in Potter’s mind. In “Debate,” a 2005 Screen interview with Penny Florence, the 
filmmaker expresses delight that Orlando “made a breakthrough into the commercial zone” – but when 
Florence brings up the “complex relationship between the avant garde, the mainstream and the popular,” 
Potter decries these terms as “meaningless definitions,” musing that unless any film has “got the timing, the 
intoxication of the senses and the kind of heart in it - in other words, all the different structures of pleasure 
- then it's not going to work anyway […] I think that applies to everything; the so-called avant garde, the 
popular, the mainstream. I really listen to audiences I think audiences are there to be learned from, not 
talked down to” (2005: 278). Judging from a recent Newsweek article by Caryn James, this old Debate has 
some tooth left in it, as James observes that Potter’s “sumptuous, androgynous Orlando vaulted her from 
the avant-garde to the mainstream” (2010: emphasis mine). 



Based on the introduction to her film’s companion book (Orlando, by Sally Potter 

[1994]), the filmmaker’s interest in adapting Orlando: A Biography never included 

recapitulating Woolf’s “great work” of art verbatim; like Fellini’s adaptive approach to 

the Petronian Satyricon, Potter sought to create an interpretation of Orlando that would 

stand or fall on its own legs.5 Yet if we closely examine Potter’s pledge to fidelity 

alongside her modification of Woolf’s title, we see her film beginning with a split 

commitment: a passing tribute to fidelity followed by a swift hook into infidelity.6 And 

Potter follows her this one-word condensation of Orlando’s title with more modifications 

to Woolf’s narrative, completely deleting the book’s opening Moor’s head sequence in 

favor of Swinton’s dramatic recital from Faerie Queen. Given the fact that neither 

Spenser nor Fairie Queen ever appeared in Woolf’s text, their seemingly arbitrary 

insertions into Potter’s film cast more doubt on her elegiac claims to fidelity. A similar 
                                                
5 Potter’s introduction to her companion book underscores her conviction that the “process of adaptation” 
for Orlando was “not as simple” as she first anticipated. When she “came to write the screenplay,” for 
example, “Woolf’s authorial intentions and the spirit of the book did not [….] leap naturally onto the page” 
(1994: ix). Potter explains that she had to “be prepared to make changes – ruthless changes if necessary – in 
order to stay true to what I loved in the book, and yet enable it to work as a film” (ix). Of course, Potter’s 
difficulties with “staying true” and her ascription to a “ruthless” adaptive stance lead us straight back to 
The Fidelity Wars, leading me to conclude yet again that the most unfaithful, adulterous, polymorphously 
perverse transtextual adaptations often yield the most promising results, both for the corpus at hand and for 
examining how adaptation works.  
6 This is the specific wording of Orlando’s film credits. In Potter’s companion book, the capitalized 
emphases of the title page has been revised to read “ORLANDO, by Sally Potter.” The book’s title page 
makes no mention of Virginia Woolf whatsoever, and beneath the title is a pull-quote from Rolling Stone 
that reads: “Hip, sexy, and wickedly funny.” Following two empty pages, the third page repeats the word 
ORLANDO, followed by an empty fourth page. The fifth page reads: “Orlando  SALLY POTTER based 
on the book by VIRGINIA WOOLF.” The above is an excellent example of the critical potential of 
typography on a formal level, as Potter’s use of a large, bold typeface for her own name, when juxtaposed 
against the smaller, non-bold typeface reserved for Virginia Woolf raises interesting questions about the 
hierarchical ordering of authorship. To complicate matters, one cannot help but notice that Potter places her 
own name, SALLY POTTER, in the same font style as VIRGINIA WOOLF, an all-caps hierarchical 
arrangement that implies both names are of equal importance. Obviously, if Potter placed her own name in 
title case, but rendered Woolf’s name in all-caps (e.g., a film by Sally Potter, based on the novel by 
VIRGINIA WOOLF), the ensuing sense of self-deprecation would seem more consistent with the sincerity 
of an homage or tribute. Perhaps that is precisely why Potter rejects the tactic; but of course, it is 
impossible to say for certain – as close readers we can merely observe that presenting both names in all-
caps contradicts some of the panegyric implications germane to the standard eulogy, while placing the 
proper names of POTTER and WOOLF on equal footing in the hierarchical matrix of authorship, thereby 
asserting that both authors have equal rights to vouchsafing Orlando’s message.  



argument could be made concerning her deployment of Frith’s guitar, inasmuch as 

tremolo-saturated electronic instrumentation did not exist in Elizabethan times – nor did 

it exist at the time Woolf wrote her novel (distortion-effect guitar did not, in fact, come 

into play – no pun intended – until long after ViviTone engineer Lloyd Loar pioneered 

the electronic pickup in 1923).7  

Taken together, Potter’s cinematic bricolage of electronic instrumentation, period 

clothing, genre and contemporary editing ultimately combine to establish her film’s 

opening sequence as nothing less than her signature postmodern style, a fact that was not 

lost on the critics and scholars who heralded Potter’s Orlando as a patently postmodern 

affair. In Sally Potter, for example, Catherine Fowler comments on the proliferation of 

scholarship that centers on Potter’s “‘postmodern’ use of costume drama” in Orlando, 

while Anne Ciecko suggests Potter’s postmodern narrative produces a “transnational 

cinema” that rises above flavorless “Europudding” (Fowler 2000: 60 [citing Pidduck 

1997: 172-189], Ciecko 1998: 19-34). In Feminism and Film, scholar Maggie Humm 

suggests the Orlandos of Woolf and Potter both “parody the ‘straight’ forwardly 

representational with multiscenic elements (from Shakespeare to Botticelli) involving the 

spectator/reader as a self-conscious and active contributor to the narrative process […] 

All of these features are characterized as postmodern” (1997: 145). Of the ample critical 

treatments of Potter’s Orlando, however, few scholars have explicitly analyzed the 

filmmaker’s decision to eliminate Orlando’s act of slashing at the head of a dead black 

man from Woolf’s story. Yet Potter’s editorial removal of this scene, whether it 

comprises a deletion, retraction, replacement or effacement – or all of these things 
                                                
7 Though Loar’s initial pickups were primarily designed for classical guitars, solid-body electric guitars of 
the type played by Frith in Orlando’s soundtrack would not appear until 1939, when the Slingerland Co. 
began mass-producing them. 



together – initiates Orlando with a radically different view of its protagonist, both in 

terms of what he means and what he does.  

I open my chapter with an analysis of Potter’s elimination of the Moor’s head 

sequence, particularly as she combines this move with a narrative muzzling of the 

protagonist’s masculinity to set forward an Orlando who is visibly feminized by the 

removal of masculine aggression from his affective wardrobe (cf. Richard Corliss and 

Carrie Welch, 1993: 63). Ironically, Potter relies on these exact tropes of masculine 

aggression to impel her narrative forward, portraying male violence as the driving force 

behind Orlando’s sexual transformation.8 But sanitizing Woolf’s more violent or racist 

sequences from her adaptation does not produce a narrative that causes less trouble (to 

borrow a term from Butler) – instead, Potter’s Orlando causes trouble in a different 

direction, as the erasure of such scenes combines with her insertion of sequences 

prioritizing Orlando’s motherhood and femininity to agitate a different crowd; namely, 

the Woolf scholars and feminists who viewed her film as a “travesty,” “straight-jacketed” 

and “de-lesbianized.”9   

In the second section of this chapter, I closely evaluate Potter’s relocation of 

Orlando’s sex change from Constantinople to Khiva, the ruins of an ancient city in 

Uzbekistan. Analyzing Potter’s insertion of a new character to the storyline – “The 

Khan,” an effete Uzbeki prince who does not appear in Woolf’s text – I discuss this 

                                                
8 Because Orlando’s sex never actually changes in Potter’s film – despite the filmmaker’s claims to the 
contrary – I use the term “(s)exchange” to suggest that Orlando’s costume change from drag king to 
recognizable woman is no transformation of sex, but an exchange of gender. 
9 According to Jane Marcus, Potter’s film is a “travesty” that betrays both feminist cinema and the feminist 
cause. Winterhalter and Hollinger view Potter’s film as “suppressing the lesbian elements” of Woolf’s text, 
while Leslie Hankins sees Potter carrying out a “lesbian erasure” in the film (Hollinger and Winterhalter 
2001: 243). Yet, little controversy was generated (in critical circles, at least) by the filmmaker’s 
neutralization of the novel’s more troubling black figures (Grace Robinson, the Gypsies, and Orlando’s 
affair with Rosina Pepita). I return to this issue in my chapter’s third section.  



character’s position in the overarching fraternity of violence Potter depicts as impelling 

Orlando’s transfiguration into a woman. Positioning systemic masculine aggression as 

the reason for Orlando’s (re)formation, Potter eliminates the novel’s cast of supernatural 

characters and ejects Orlando’s brief interlude of sexual ambiguity, turning her 

protagonist’s “sex change” into a transformation of gender. Whereas Woolf depicts her 

protagonist as transforming from recognizable masculinity through sexual ambiguity into 

recognizable femininity, Potter’s film depicts Tilda Swinton as two different women. 

That said, the outcomes of Swinton’s change in gender nevertheless summons the 

protagonist into abject discourse, as the film does not excise the element of abjection so 

much as it reprioritizes the position of Orlando’s gender within its discursive interstice. 

In my chapter’s final section, I expand my assessment Orlando’s feminization to 

query the feminist politics that serve to open an ontological door for Potter to depict 

Orlando as a queer, feminist mother.10 Of particular interest in this section are the 

changes Potter makes to the sex of Orlando’s child, which Woolf wrote as a boy, but 

whom Potter changes into a girl. Exploring the political and artistic possibilities opened 

by this specific sex change, I assert Potter’s alterations in this regard rekindle the film’s 

most troubling potential, not merely irking Woolf purists, but destabilizing the arguments 

                                                
10 In this chapter, I generally align with film critic Stuart Klawans’s observation that “Tilda Swinton 
manages to look as if she’s in drag as both the male and female Orlando” (1993: 78, emphasis Klawans). 
Because it is impossible to argue that Tilda Swinton is anything but a recognizable woman, and because 
Potter’s overall demasculinization of Woolf’s without-a-doubt male Orlando is so striking, I thus refer to 
Potter’s Orlando as “she” and “her” throughout this chapter. As numerous scholars have noted, it is 
straining credibility to assert that Swinton is a man, no matter what Swinton and Potter might declare to the 
contrary. Indeed, as Maggie Humm observes in Feminism and Film, the explicit contradiction between 
what Potter and Swinton say about Orlando’s masculinity vs. what the viewer instinctively knows about 
Swinton’s femininity is a driving force in the film. Humm notes that “Swinton’s physical beauty […] 
connotes femininity,” and therefore emphasizes that the adapted Orlando’s “masculinity is a performance” 
(1997: 165, emphasis mine). Catherine Fowler follows a similar tack in Sally Potter, and underscores that 
“there are clearly doubts about Orlando's sex when we first see 'him,'” and that this “narration should be 
seen as ironic” (2009: 66). 



of critics who asserted Potter’s film lacks political tooth (Marcus 1994, Halberstam 1998, 

Garber 2000). Concluding the section by exploring the ways in which the Orlandos of 

Woolf and Potter ultimately work together to form a body of Orlando-lore that opens new 

corridors for gender trouble, I return to the question of whether there is something 

ambiguous about the sexuality of characters in general, asserting that “the same 

character” in a series of adaptations can invite political change and shift dominant sexual 

paradigms whether or not this character is male or female, boy or girl, sexually 

ambiguous or sexually unambiguous.  I then conclude the chapter by suggesting Woolf’s 

work in Orlando, along with the work of other feminist visionaries, opens a political and 

representational space for Potter to envision a mainstream queer cinema that few could 

have envisioned in the sociopolitical context of 1920s England. 

On a theoretical level, I will elaborate on the opportunities abject discourse offers as 

a staging grounds for the linguistic and visual emancipation of marginalized Others into 

political discourse. To those ends, I broaden my interrelationship of Butlerian and 

Kristevan conceptualizations of abjection to account for my own notions on the discourse 

of girlhood. I also draw together Deleuze and Guattari’s notions of revolutionary 

girlhoods in Milles Plateaux with Teresa de Lauretis’s theorization of resistance (cf: de 

Lauretis in Technologies of Gender and Figures of Resistance) to explore the idea that 

revolutionary, resistant girlhoods might prove a potential site for sexual ambiguation. My 

understanding of colonialism and post-colonialism in this chapter will continue to rely on 

Bhabha’s work in Location of Culture, along with Jack Shaheen’s and Lina Khatib’s 

conceptualizations of Arab-ness and Arab Land, specifically as these works bear on 

Potter’s decision to relocate the scene of Orlando’s sex change from Constantinople to 



the ruined city of Khiva, in Uzbekistan. Concerning the burgeoning field of research on 

Potter’s film in gender studies and cultural studies, I refer to Jay Prosser’s Second Skins, 

Marjorie Garber’s work in Vested Interests and The Bissexuality of Everyday Life, and a 

number of critical essays by Jane Marcus, Kaja Silverman, Julianne Pidduck, Kate 

Hollinger, Teresa Winterhalter, and Brenda Silver. As regards biographical scholarship 

on Sally Potter per se, the works of Catherine Fowler and Sophie Mayer are particularly 

informative concerning the details of Orlando’s cinematic production, as well as its 

critical reception. 

I would like to conclude my introduction to this chapter with the following thought: If 

we conceptualize the Orlandos of both Woolf and Potter as a common body of adaptive 

lore (as opposed to two disparate works in some sort of dyadic relationship), it is possible 

to see Orlando emerging through acts of extreme transtextual infidelity to raise urgent 

questions about how sexual ambiguity is fabricated and framed. Although Potter’s film 

eliminates the epic/mythical qualities that Woolf associated with Orlando’s 

transformation from a man into a woman, her adaptation produces a character who 

continues to rise through abject discourse to be more resilient, more queer, and, in a 

Rancierian sense, more emancipated than before; not completely liberated, but at least 

more discernable in the field of political discourse.11 

                                                
11 Rancière’s notion of emancipation will prove particularly useful in this chapter, particularly as this term – 
like Butler’s performativity – is prone to a degree of clinamen and so-called maladaption in its own right. In 
his Politics of Aesthetics, Rancière carefully delineates his take on “emancipation” as: “Neither the 
teleological end of a political project nor a state of social liberation […] the process of emancipation 
consists in the polemical verification of equality” (2000: 87, emphasis Rancière’s). According to him, the 
interjection of heterology into political structures (such as aesthetics) that rely on forming a homologous 
doxologies typically “challenges the police order,” and opens new spaces of discourse (87, emphasis 
Rancière’s). In the conclusion to this chapter, I assert that both Orlandos significantly emancipate discourse 
on a sexual-political level. On a side note, Rancière’s take on emancipation seems to resonate interestingly 
with Butler’s notions, in Bodies that Matter, that effecting a shift in valuations of subjectivity does not 
involve “the abstract inference of an equivalence based on an insight into the partially constituted character 



 

Did We Lose Our Head? A Decapitated Moor Hits the Adaptive Chopping Block 

 
Suffuse with light and color, our first glimpse of the cinematic Orlando stands out as an 

adaptive pièce de résistance. Staging her camera below the protagonist’s range of motion, 

Potter positions the viewer beneath Orlando, who paces beneath an enormous oak tree 

atop a sunny hill. Perfect lighting, crisp contrast, sensitive blocking – the tasteful tableau 

of Potter’s opening shot would appear expertly composed, were it not for the the 

fillmaker’s placement of the gigantic tree smack in the middle of the frame. To the 

untrained eye (or the viewer who has never read Orlando), the oak’s looming presence 

dead center might seem intrusive or disruptive, irreverent to the most basic techniques of 

composition – but its centrality bears a deft literary reference to The Oak Tree, the title of 

the epic poem Orlando is incessantly scribbling in Woolf’s version of the tale. In 

addition, the bulk of this sprawling oak imparts Potter’s opening with a sensation of 

roots, history, stasis – perhaps even the metaphoric associations of oaks with virility and 

phallic power in Elizabethan heraldry.12 

Isolated on a hill, beneath an overwhelming tree, Orlando’s actions appear 

inordinately small, clumsy, incessantly on the verge of stumbling, fumbling, bumping her 

head. Beneath her knees, a sea of golden wheat blends with her ridiculous ochre 

stockings, and her legless torso seems to hover in the air, an ungainly effect that might 

                                                
of all social identity,” but rather relies on “tracing the ways in which identification is implicated in what it 
excludes” (1993: 119). 
12 In Display of Heraldry, William Newton discusses the symbolic metaphorical link between fidelity and 
images of oak trees: “Of trees, the oak is preeminent, as monarch of the forest […] It is a symbol of 
strength and of long-tried fidelity, which, by its appropriation, may figuratively imply the worthiness of the 
original bearer” (1846: 138, emphasis mine). In that sense, Potter’s centralization of the oak tree in her 
opening scene is a conflicted adaptive move, making a literary reference to Woolf’s embedded narrative of 
Orlando’s Oak Tree poem, on the one hand, while underscoring the extreme infidelity of Potter’s opening 
sans Moor’s head. 



border on the comic, were it not for a sense of urgency that is distinctly unhumorous, a 

restless anxiety that colors each of Orlando’s gestures. This unsettling effect is at least 

partially due to Potter’s camera work: each time Orlando paces in one direction, the 

camera tracks to the opposite side, making it seem as if the figure is physically struggling 

against our gaze, resisting its imperative to stay in one spot long enough for us to have a 

good look. This dystopic effect is further amplified as Orlando continues reciting from 

Fairie Queen, as the voice of an unseen narrator rises over the soundtrack in tones of 

compassionate melancholy:13 

 
There can be no doubt about his sex, despite the feminine appearance that every 
young man of the time aspires to. And there can be no doubt about his 
upbringing. Good food, education, a nanny, loneliness and isolation. And 
because this is England, Orlando would seem destined to have his portrait on 
the wall and his name in the history books. But when he … 
 

Orlando fixes the viewer with a penetrating stare, interjecting: “That is, 
I.”14  

                                                
13 Tilda Swinton reads the part of the narrator in Potter’s adaptation. This is a departure from Woolf’s text, 
which gives every indication that the narrator is not the protagonist but a third party whose task is 
archiving Orlando’s adventures. Potter’s adaptive shift positions her protagonist seeing her own body move 
through the past, explaining its movements with introspection, poise, compassion. These types of narrations 
are most often provided, in other films, by people who are either dead (i.e., The Jacket, Boys in the Hood), 
or are looking back at their childhood with the wisdom of time (Stand By Me, Rumblefish). Potter’s 
Orlando seems to fall into the latter category. 
14 In terms of breaking the theatrical fourth wall, Swinton and Potter collaborated on the concept of the 
protagonist speaking directly to the camera, according to Hollinger and Winterhalter. Noting that “direct 
address is the strongest single element Potter employs to inscribe [the] blurring of identities within the 
film,” Hollinger and Winterhalter describe the “extraordinary claims for the radical nature” of Potter’s 
deployment of direct address that have been made by contemporary film critics, although this trope was 
actually considered commonplace “in the sphere of avant-garde cinema from which Potter has emerged,” 
noting that Swinton hailed the technique as “Brechtian” ( (Winterhalter and Hollinger 2001: 246, Swinton 
as quoted in Dennis and Joan West 1993: 21). I concur with Cristina Degli-Esposti’s assertion that Potter’s 
use of direct address, which Degli-Eposti terms “the reverse look,” is a vital part of the “neo-baroque style” 
that Potter relies on “to rewrite the art of filmmaking” along with Humm’s observation that Swinton’s 
“constant looks to the camera reject any object status” that might be projected towards the protagonist by 
her viewers (Degli-Esposti 1996: 82-83, Humm 1997: 173). Of course, the technique of breaking the 
theatrical fourth wall through direct audience address can be traced beyond the works of Brecht to 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, and classical figures who address the audience in witty “asides” – a fact to which 
Brecht alludes in The Messingkauf Dialogues (Brecht 1977: 6, 51). Bell cites Brecht’s deployment of actors 
speaking of themselves either in the past tense or in the third person, as well as Brecht’s habit of scripting 
in the director’s instructions to actors, and his tactic of instructing actors to speak directly to the audience. 



 
… came into the world, he was looking for something else. Though heir to a 
name that meant power, land and property, surely, when Orlando was born, it 
wasn’t privilege he sought … but company.15  

 

Let us set aside for a moment the fact that all of these lines are an utter departure from 

Woolf’s text. As I have mentioned, the first three minutes of Potter’s film contain at least 

a dozen modifications to Woolf’s Orlando, and while some of these alterations – Potter’s 

capitalizations, rewordings of titles, re-orderings of authorial status – might seem 

cosmetic, there are other revisions that substantially impact the story.16 The opening 

scene, for example, is exterior, expansive and literary (brightly lit and lyrical, with 

Orlando reciting poetry), while Woolf’s opening is interior, dark and unsettling (tucked 

inside his ancestral attic, Orlando enjoys a barbaric property ritual with a decapitated 

                                                
“Like a frame breaking,” Bell explains, “performers ‘break the fourth wall’ between themselves and the 
audience, making observers aware they are being watched and that performers, in turn, are watching their 
own behavior” (2008: 203). Recent films that deploy such techniques include Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail (1975), or the scenes in Quentin Tarantino’s Kill Bill: Vol. 2 (2004), wherein Uma Thurman winks at 
the audience and speaks to them directly. Min Tian provides a specific discussion of the theoretical 
relationship between Brechtian disruptions of the fourth wall and techniques of Asian theater, which Brecht 
often cited as his inspiration (cf. Tian 2008: 46, 177). 
15 While Woolf makes it clear that her “biographer” is not Orlando but some anonymous third party, the 
revised role of Orlando in Potter’s film makes her both narrator and narrated, biographer and protagonist. 
And these roles are not simply conflated; instead, they provide Orlando with a power of hindsight that did 
not exist in Woolf, as he addresses the viewer directly to entreat our empathy. Super important: put into 
text 
16 Considering Potter’s elimination of the word “biography” from the title of her adaptation, I am hardly the 
first to observe that the opening shifts in her film change the narrative from a biography to an 
autobiography. But this is only one of many alterations that changes our technology for viewing Orlando. 
Suzanne Ferriss and Kathleen Waites suggest Potter’s new opening seeks to “overturn” the “thematic, 
conventional signifying systems” with which viewers are accustomed to viewing Orlando (1999: 111, 
emphasis mine). But their subsequent claim that Potter’s revisions to the opening enable “the 
spectator/reader to apprehend the ‘reality’ we perceive” is not fixed, but is instead “a construction 
fashioned by floating signifiers” strikes me as intellectually thin (1999: 111). For this rationale can only 
hold true for viewers who have actually read Woolf’s novel before seeing Potter’s film, and are thereby 
acquainted with the signifiers doing the floating. Also, it does not allow for the possibility that audience 
members might regard both bodies of work as continuations of a larger body of Orlando-lore. For some 
viewers, Potter’s film comprised their first and only exposure to Orlando; so that order of reality is, for 
them, the order of the day. But where Ferris and Waites truly swing wide of the mark is in their 
transposition of a unilateral set of “thematic, conventional signifying systems” onto an abstract projected 
receivership. As Walter Benjamin so succinctly emphasizes in “Task of the Translator,” any attempt to 
project an ideal receivership inevitably leaves something or someone out. 



head). While Woolf’s initial descriptions of Orlando tumble out in binary collisions, 

Potter’s opening sequences are poised, polished, politically correct. Then, there is the 

matter of gender. While Woolf’s all-male Orlando begins His story as an aspiring 

Alexander seeking to conquer the world, the freckle-faced Swinton doesn’t want to 

conquer anyone – she simply wants to be our friend (“it wasn’t privilege he sought, but 

company”).   

But the most striking alteration of all is Potter’s complete sanitization of the Moor’s 

head sequence from the tale.17 Naturally, her ejection of Woolf’s opening did not go 

unmarked by critics and scholars. In their critical essay, “Orlando’s Sister, Or Sally Potter 

Does Virginia Woolf in a Voice of Her Own,” Karen Hollinger and Teresa Winterhalter 

aptly describe Potter’s replacement of Orlando “rehearsing for manhood by slashing with 

a sword at a hanging Moor’s head,” with the protagonist reading from “a book of poetry, 

standing beneath the oak tree that serves as his inspiration.” And in his 1993 film review 

in The Nation, critic Stuart Klawans extended this general argument to characterize 

Potter’s ejection of the Moor’s head as “unfortunate,” suggesting her “squeamishness, 

political or otherwise, seems to have turned her away” from including the “telling detail 

[…] with which Virginia Woolf so effectively introduced the protagonist” of her novel 

                                                
17 Any conjecture as to why Potter eliminated the Moor’s head is speculative. Perhaps she thought the 
Moor’s head sequence would be too offensive for a cultivated audience, or she was afraid of the political 
backlash (and drop in box office sales) such depictions of racial cruelty would evoke, or feared that her 
projected audience would not be able to “identify” with the protagonist after witnessing such repulsive 
violence. Obviously, there was no legal mandate for Potter to remove the Moor’s head sequence from her 
film, and, as Stuart Klawans notes in his Nation article, the final production might have benefitted from it, 
as the scene at least would be in keeping with the protagonists ambitions and temperament (“A great 
English country house in the age of Elizabeth; a 16-year-old boy, sword in hand, dreaming of glory in all its 
guises; a Moor’s head, somewhat the worse for wear, dropping to the attic floor with a thunk, as Orlando 
strikes the trophy with a vagrant blow. Terrific – as Sally Potter’s Orlando would put it” [Klawans 1993: 
77, emphasis mine]). Yet, even though we will never be able to truly say precisely why Potter eliminated 
the scene from her film, the effects of its deletion can be studied in detail. 



(Hollinger and Winterhalter 2001: 240, Klawans 1993: 77).18 Of course, Potter was not 

content with steam-cleaning the Moor’s incendiary visage from her opening sequence; 

she scrubbed many of Woolf’s racially charged characters from the adaptation, removing 

Orlando’s “blackamoor” serving woman (Grace Robinson), eliminating Rosina Pepita 

(the gypsy dancer), and erasing the reappearance of the Moor’s head later in the tale (70). 

Yet because Potter’s elimination of all xenophobic references from her adaptation is so 

complete, her most radical set of adaptive clinamen do not comprise her visible additions 

to the tale so much as the things that are not shown – elements that were held back, 

stifled, cut. In that sense, the triumphant grin of the Moor’s head is either recanted or 

denied – but for those who know that something is missing, the thoroughness of its 

rejection has the curious effect of underscoring our sense that the Moor’s head was 

significant, and its triumphant grin proliferates long after its most obvious markers have 

been obscured, much like the “Pandora’s Boxes” Laura Mulvey refers to in Fetishism and 

Curiosity, which gain, through their elimination or censorship, a potent political power as 

“ironic, empty signs” (1996: 157). Because the Moor’s head is banished from Potter’s 

adaptation so thoroughly, with such great finality, it swells to a larger narrative 

significance, suggesting the force of its omission sucks the entire sequence out of the 

immediate narrative opening and into the larger frame of abject discourse. 

In terms of adaptive infidelity, Potter’s removal of the Moor’s head sequence 

cannot be undersold, as it initiates the film with a much different view of the protagonist, 

eliminating Woolf’s depictions of not only Orlando’s heartlessness, violence – but his 

                                                
18 Potter’s elimination of the Moor’s head sequence would obviously only be visible to insiders; viewers 
with an a priori experience of Woolf’s text. As Sophie Mayer suggests in The Cinema of Sally Potter, this 
is not always the case, and for many viewers Potter’s film might be the only contact they have with the 
Orlando story – making conclusions like Ferriss and Waites’s seem overly reductive or intentionally 
exclusive (Mayer 2009, Ferriss and Waites see: fn 20). 



implicit endorsement of colonial aggression. If we consider the two Orlandos as a whole 

unit or body of work, the fissure opened by Potter’s removal becomes a departure point 

for fresh critical evaluation, as her (re)visions in this regard do not delete the troubling 

head from the larger body of Orlando-work – she merely eliminates it from her own 

interpretation, thereby ensuring the missing head’s return as an object of discourse 

among those most invested in Orlando’s critical reception (Woolf scholars, Orlando 

devotees, adaptation theorists, film critics, etc.). 

Ironically, Potter’s sanitization of the Moor’s head is precisely what pulls the larger 

act of its omission into the realm of abject discourse, as this omission fervently attempts 

to compel us away from the scene of abjection into more pleasant intersubjective realms. 

But this clearly does not happen. While Potter’s stylistic disavowal attempts to establish a 

protagonist unfettered by violent impulses towards Big Other – presenting a Good 

Orlando who is devoid of racism and transracial violence, those of us who know exactly 

what is missing immediately find her act of adaptive sanitization suspicious. Recalling 

Werner Herzog’s Grizzly Man, and that filmmaker’s vow to “protect” his viewers by 

holding back an audio recording of animal activist Tim Treadwell being eaten by bears, 

Potter’s large-scale excision of xenophobic sequences from her adaptation reads as 

phony, suspicious, partronizing – and interesting. Whether her efforts at sanitization are 

protective or conciliatory is a subjective call, but one thing is certain – her elimination of 

Woolf’s most profane references accomplishes little more than drawing our attention to 

them, as the adapter’s censorship makes us curious about what the film would have been 

like had she left those references intact. 

Potter’s complete excision of the Moor’s head does more than eliminate its 



discourse of abjection from her film, however; instead, it performs an odd translocation 

in which the viewer is now positioned in the spot formerly occupied by the Moor. 

Because the new Orlando seems hellbent on addressing us directly, looking squarely into 

the camera and repeatedly breaking the fourth wall, it is we who are positioned as Big 

Other. Rather than slash at our heads with his ancestral sword, however, this teary-eyed 

Orlando speaks to us courteously, intimately, gazing soulfully into our eyes and 

imploring us to be friends.19 Far from dispersing our sensations of abjection, there is 

something about Tilda Swinton sitting dejectedly atop a hill that radiates abjection: her 

downcast eyes, laughable hosiery, faltering hands. Orlando thus becomes the abject 

Thing, estranged and alienated – we view him and are agitated. While Potter reconstructs 

the beginning of her narrative in a manner that flips us into the position Orlando’s other, 

she somehow manages to place her protagonist in the role of abject deject. And even as 

we are invited to join Orlando in friendship, those of us who are in the know can feel the 

tug of the Moor’s head distracting us, as if the Thing is still regarding us from a distance, 

outside our sacred circle, triumphantly grinning at Orlando and ourselves, insisting it has 

not been properly put to rest, or has nowhere else to go. Perhaps this is its rightful home, 

after all, and we are the ones who don’t belong in the role of Big Other. Not that we had 

                                                
19 On this score, Leslie Higgins and Mary-Christine Leps, in their essay entitled, “From Contingency to 
Essence: Fictions of Identity in Novels and Films” remark: “Never [in Mrs. Dalloway or Orlando] is the 
reader presented with an unobstructed view of the characters or their situations; a narrative presence 
mediates the reader’s apprehension and calls attention to the constructedness of life forms—biological, 
social, and biographical” (2000: 278). Film critic Stanley Kauffman, writing in The New Republic, goes so 
far as to cite Potter’s “unobstructed,” unmediated view of Orlando as the apex of Potter’s version, 
suggesting that “Potter’s decision to have Orlando occasionally play to the camera is in fact the closest that 
the film comes to the invitations of the book. The way that Potter takes Orlando through an immense maze 
in a formal garden, to emerge radically changed, has humor and verve. (1993: 27). But ultimately, 
Kauffmann finds that “Tilda Swinton as Orlando is insufficient,” objecting that although “Swinton has 
subtlety – her line readings are sometimes almost chordal, freighted with more than one meaning [….] she 
has no whiff of fire” (27). For Kauffmann, “this is a drastic loss in a character who, as male or female, goes 
lovemaking through the ages,” as “Swinton's declarations of passion – for people, for poetry, for life – 
come right from the refrigerator” (27). 



any choice in the transaction.  

In addition to her ejection of the Moor’s head sequence, Potter’s opening makes 

other key shifts that alter our perception of her protagonist’s gender. Many of these 

alterations revolve around Swinton’s point-blank assertions that she is actually a man. I 

am hardly the first to remark on the preposterousness of Swinton’s truth claim. Observing 

that Woolf comes down hard on the facticity of Orlando’s initial masculinity, Hollinger 

and Winterhalter remark that Swinton-as-Orlando is so “transparently female” that she 

neutralizes “the novel’s introductory claims about [the protagonist’s] indisputable 

maleness” (2004: 240). The preposterousness of Swinton’s truth claim thus deflects the 

viewer from questioning “how the construct of masculinity is produced” into the question 

of whether Swinton can “fulfill the male role” (240). Thus, the film opens by making us 

wonder what it means that Swinton is trying to convince us she is a man, as opposed to 

Woolf’s effort to thrust us into confronting the xenophobic hostility of an aristocratic boy 

whose primary occupation is ratifying his position in the patriarchal order. Conversely, 

Potter’s Orlando is never an accomplice to the patriarchal order; in fact, she seems to 

stand in opposition to it from the start – a position we have few problems endorsing. 

I began this section of the chapter by discussing Orlando’s opening credits, arguing 

that Potter’s revisions reprioritize the hierarchies of authorship while claiming fidelity to 

their source. I then analyzed Potter’s omission of a Moor’s head sequence from the 

opening scene, suggesting this ejection initiates her version of Orlando with a character 

who is more sensitive and urbane; a protagonist who wants to be our friend instead of 

chopping Moors’ heads; a person who wants to conquer poetry instead of heathen 

enemies. Following the arguments of Hollinger and Winterhalter, I examined Potter’s 



modifications to the narrator’s function, switching the voice from a third party 

“biographer” to the voice of Tilda Swinton looking back at herself. Citing the ways in 

which these alterations combine with Potter’s deletion of the Moor’s head to reorient the 

subject-object relation that initiates Woolf’s text, I suggested this reorientation places 

Orlando’s viewers in the abject space that was formerly inhabited by the Moor’s head. 

As Higgins and Leps observe in “From Contingency to Essence,” the outcomes of these 

clinamen sublimate the protagonist’s masculinity and alter the moral-ethical lens through 

which we regard Orlando’s sex change later in the tale.  

I hasten to add that while these changes signficantly swerve the set-up for Orlando’s 

sexual transfiguration, which becomes a transformation of gender, we must avoid 

jumping to the conclusion that her adaptation does not live up to Virginia Woolf’s 

political aims. Although Jane Marcus and Marjorie Garber have both argued as much, the 

truth is quite different, regardless of the attacks of old guard feminists who derided her 

film as “disastrous,” “ gratuitous” and “desecrating” (Marcus and Robin Morgan as 

quoted in Hollinger and Winterhalter 2001: 240). As is often the case with adaptations of 

“classics,” the most vociferous indictments of critics tend to echo the exclusionary biases 

of their own political agenda, thinly masked by a professed desire to preserve some kind 

of “legitimate reading.” This fact seems doubly true when the new version bears the 

potential to negatively impact the preservation of an institutionalized status quo.  

Clearly, Potter focalizes our first view of Orlando’s sexuality in a way that Woolf 

does not, but exactly what these alterations mean on a political level can only become 

clear when they are juxtaposed against the aspects of Woolf’s text that Potter preserves, 

inasmuch as Potter’s non-violent, feminine Orlando remains Elizabethan, wealthy and 



white, a person of great privilege (whether she seeks it or not), deeply educated and 

cultivated. If we restrict ourselves to analyzing the beginning of Potter’s film, the most 

visible political impact of her extreme acts of fidelity and infidelity ultimately come 

down to this: in the midst of all the sweetness and light, with this female Orlando who so 

desperately craves our friendship, the absence of the Moor’s head keeps tapping us on the 

shoulder, reminding us that the abject is lurking somewhere in the vicinity, rendered all 

the more recognizable by the contours of its absence. 

In the next section of the chapter, I approach the “sex change” sequence in Potter’s 

adaptation to analyze how the protagonist’s lack of masculine aggression is positioned as 

the chief quality that causes her to turn away from living as a man and into living as a 

recognizable woman.20 As I suggested in the previous section, Potter’s essentialist 

approach towards masculinity (as the root of violence and the problem for which 

Orlando’s “sex change” is the solution) diminishes the complexity of the source text’s 

sex change scenes. But in the final knell, attacking Potter for creating a protagonist who 

is less masculine and more feminine than Woolf’s seems far less productive than 

exploring the questions raised by the fact that Potter’s Orlando is a woman from the start. 

What kind of woman is she, and what does she hope to gain by pretending she is a man? 

And what happens when the protagonist grows increasingly feminized, becoming a 

different woman altogether, not hiding in her role as an aristocratic fop but becoming 

increasingly feminist and even (post)feminist? Does this change her role in abject 

                                                
20 In her essay, “Envisioning/Revisioning Woolf in Film at the End of the Twentieth Century,” Michelle 
Mimlitsch notes that Potter’s omission of the Moor’s head sequence in favor of presenting “Orlando under 
the Oak Tree, attempting to compose poetry” is a modification that supports “the war-related motivation 
Potter gives to Orlando’s eighteenth-century sex change” (2000: 286). Leslie Higgins and Mary-Christine 
Leps come to a similar conclusion in their assertion that “[Potter’s] Orlando becomes a woman because he 
will not take up arms and kill another” (2000: 281). I can only reemphasize that Potter’s Orlando was never 
a “he” in the first place — she was always Tilda Swinton.  



discourse? These are the questions I explore in closely reading the outcomes of Potter’s 

adaptations to Orlando’s sex change scene.  

 

Salaam, Constantinople! Orlando’s Unbelievable Transformation in Arab Land 
 

Aside from the fact that Potter shifts the location of Orlando’s sex change from 

Constantinople to Uzbekistan, the sequencing of the protagonist’s sojourn in the East 

follows the basic pattern of Woolf’s novel.21 Depressed by her lover’s betrayal and 

rejected as an inconsequential writer by poet Nick Greene, Orlando jettisons the stifling 

grasp of England in favor of Faraway Lands. But instead of asking King Charles I for an 

appointment as Ambassador Extraordinary, Orlando turns for some inexplicable reason to 

King William of Orange (Thom Hoffman), a regent who existed somewhat further down 

the temporal line.22 For this modified scene, Potter decks each character out totally in 

white, right down to the ostrich feathers in their oversized tricorne hats. Tracking this 

downy flock of courtiers through pristine tulip gardens, the frosty lighting combines with 

their raiment to underscore an overarching aesthetic of whiteness. With the chilly hint of 

a lisp, King William turns to Orlando and murmurs: “Once the balance of power has been 

established here in Europe, we must certainly turn our attention to the East.” Plucking a 

purple blossom from a flowerbed, William adds: “I fear you will be quite starved for 

                                                
21 While Woolf’s transitions between her protagonist’s life-phases are often uncertain and ambiguous, 
Potter’s dexterity with quick-change editing techniques gives the film’s time-changes an exhilarating 
velocity, trimming her plotline into a “lean, mean machine” that holds our interest despite our incredulity at 
its fantastic storyline. It is due to the clockwork precision of the scenes leading up to Orlando’s journey to 
Constantinople, for example, that the tightly-wound sexual chemistry of Orlando and Sasha (Charlotte 
Valandrey) works with the compressed duration of their love affair to make their interaction more 
compelling than Woolf does.   
22 It is common knowledge that King Charles I lived from 1600 to 1649, while King William of Orange 
(William III) lived from 1650 to 1702. Why Potter elected to stage Orlando’s journey East more than 50 
years later than Woolf remains as much a mystery as why she changed the location of his sex change to 
Khiva from Constantinople. 



conversation and amusement in such a remote corner of the world […] However, I 

believe they have an interest in horticulture.” Pausing over the word, relishing its 

technicality, its science, its roots in Western civilization, King William declares: “I’d like 

you to bring them some tulips.” 

The scene of frozen whiteness fades to black, opening suddenly on a scene full of 

dust and disorder, as replete with signifiers of foreignness as an old Cecil B. DeMille 

movie (cf: The Arab [1915], Samson and Delilah [1949], The Crusades [1935]). From the 

dusty recesses of a crowded bazaar, the camera tracks across a host of “robed and 

turbaned” figures, toothless and haggling, all shouting in the same stylized Arabic 

bickering as the shifty characters in Carroll Ballard’s Black Stallion (1979), or Steven 

Spielberg’s interminable Indiana Jones series (1981, 1984, 1989, 2008). From a 

precarious perch atop an obligatory camel, Tilda Swinton is surrounded by an ambiguous 

horde of Arabs; the same type of characterization Lina Khatib describes in Filming the 

Modern Middle East; that dark-skined crowd whose faces function as an abstract 

backdrop for the English-speaking protagonists whose actions are central to the 

narrative.23 This sense of foreignness is supported through a number of aesthetic cues: an 

unfamiliar, exotic tongue (presuming “we” do not speak Arabic), dark beards, craggy 

skin, broken teeth, wild hand gestures. These are the denizens of the dusty fantasyland 

Jack Shaheen terms “Arab-Land” – that Extraordinary East to which Orlando is now 

                                                
23 Following Edward Said’s work in Orientalism, Khatib interrogates the juxtaposition of East vs. West in 
contemporary film, and examines the tendency of films like The Mummy (1999) to portray “Egyptian Arabs 
[….] as ignorant, cowardly, and barbaric (for instance, being referred to as ‘smelly like camels’), while 
American characters in contrast are portrayed as ‘civilized’ (being composed, acting logically and bravely” 
in the face of danger (2006: 5, emphasis mine). Recalling Bhabha’s notions on the Western depiction of 
Eastern others as “barbarians,” Khatib’s concept of the “dogmas of Orientalism” seems familiar.  



Ambassador Extraordinary.24 As the pensive, tight-lipped Orlando is guided into Khiva 

(an ancient Uzbekhi city that Potter chose to substitute for the Constantinople of Woolf’s 

novel), a gallery of Arabic specimens yammer and gesture from windows, alcoves, 

colonnades, cracks, doorways, and other shadowy recesses. Abandoning her camel, 

Orlando is led on foot through a breathless cliché of misty mosques, prayer rooms laden 

with blue rugs, and vast ceremonial expanses that resound with the clattering of her 

entourage’s heels. Thus far, Potter’s depictions of Arabic others are fairly similar to 

Woolf’s: the sumptuously barbaric counterpoint to Orlando’s frosty veneer of 

civilization, populated by a faceless horde depicted at turns as dangerous, volatile, 

laughable, inscrutable and dishonest.  

This paradigm changes when Orlando meets The Khan (Lothaire Bluteau). Although 

this character never appeared in Woolf’s novel, he plays a serious role in Potter’s 

adaptation. Always composed and regal, The Khan stands in contrast to Potter’s ungainly 

Orlando, who stumbles through Arab Land in implausible brocades and wigs. The Khan 

is more politically savvy than Orlando, as well. During their first meeting, he wryly 

observes: “It has been said to me that the English make a habit of collecting … 

countries.” To which Orlando fumblingly responds: “Oh, we have no designs upon your 

sovereignty at all […] No, none at all” (1994: 32). Charming, witty and elegant, Potter’s 

                                                
24 Asking us to “visualize the reel Arab” of mainstream Hollywood, Shaheen comments on the “black 
beard, headdress, dark sunglasses” and accoutrements of Arab-ness in blockbuster films, with their 
background images of “limousine[s], harem maidens, oil wells, camels” (2009: 8). Describing how “the 
early 1900s served up dancing harem maidens and ugly Arabs [who] ride camels, brandish scimitars, kill 
one another, and drool over the Western heroine, ignoring their own women,” Shaheen detects few changes 
between earlier depictions of Muslims and the “contemporary ‘Arab-land’” of mainstream Western film, 
which is “populated with cafes and clubs like the ‘Shish-Ka-Bob Café’ and ‘The Pink Camel Club,’ located 
in made-up places with names like ‘Lugash,’ ‘Othar’ [and] ‘Hagreeb’” (14). According to Shaheen, this 
new improved Arab-Land still revolves around a “desert locale” replete with “an oasis, oil wells, palm 
trees, tents [and] fantastically ornate palaces” (14). It is difficult to view Potter’s depiction of a sixteenth-
century Khiva as anything else (14). 



Khan is a far cry from DeMille’s hordes of Arabic others. Potter’s depictions of Khiva 

still resemble Shaheen’s Arab Land, with its braying camels, shimmering sand dunes, and 

mesmerizing mosques – but she depicts The Khan as the only noble character in a film 

conspicuously populated by despotic British nobles. Up until the Khan’s appearance, we 

are led to believe that all aristocrats are greedy, self-obsessed overlords who do not merit 

their considerable social privileges (this alone refutes the critics who accuse Potter of 

watering down Woolf’s attacks on the British caste system). While Potter admittedly 

offers an altered version of Woolf’s racial politics, her film is still politically progressive, 

and to some extent even exceeds Woolf’s modernist attacks against patriarchal British 

aristocracy by depicting an Eastern Other with more integrity than his Western 

counterparts. In addition, The Khan possesses considerably more political power than any 

of Woolf’s ethnic others (Grace Robinson, The Moor’s Head, Rosina Pepita, The 

Gypsies).25   

In a gesture of friendship, the Khan invites Orlando on a falconing trip. Standing 

outside a group of flapping tents, the new friends extoll the virtues of one another’s 

countries. With a similar ambiance as the film’s opening, which took place under a 

sprawling oak tree, this scene is suffuse with light – but it is the light of white sand and 

pale sky, far from the lush meadows of Orlando’s opening. Once more, Potter’s camera 

is stationed below the line of action, making the characters seem like stage players whose 

gestures and oratory are subordinate to the sweeping sand dunes and sky. Orlando and 

                                                
25 Potter thereby reverses the representational paradigm detailed by Lina Khatib, jettisoning Hollywood 
depictions of Arabs as “ignorant, cowardly, and barbaric” – the same qualities that Potter projects onto her 
cast of British nobles. Khatib describes the standard depiction of “The West [….] not only as the 
diametrical opposite of the East, but also as its protector and carer” (5). It is in those terms that Potter shifts 
Orlando, and the Khan becomes Orlando’s protector and carer, the doctor of her soul. 



The Khan raise their glasses, toasting everything from their countries to their women. But 

Orlando cannot hold his liquor, his emotions go to his head, he collapses in a heap. 

The next scene fades up from black to reveal Orlando dressed in white Arabic pants 

and a turban, her face gentle in contemplation. This quiet moment of self reflection is 

interrupted by the arrival of Archduke Harry, who appears at Orlando’s lodgings decked 

in full British regalia. From the moment Orlando’s eyes meet the Archduke’s, we realize 

the extent to which Orlando has been estranged from her own culture. She now stares into 

the soul of England with the eyes of the Other, a stare that cuts through all of Harry’s 

pretentions and posturing. At that moment, Harry is an interloper, as far removed from 

Orlando’s lived expereince as a creature from another planet, whose words, manners and 

customs are completely incomprehensible. Wheedling Orlando into an official 

commemoration of her coronation as a Duke, the Archduke insists “there must be a party 

– though of course one must demonstrate the gravity of an investiture […] A large party 

– food and entertainment […] But, of course, you know the local customs” (1994: 36).  

Orlando assents to having the party, and the appropriate arrangements are made. 

But The Khan – who is the only guest Orlando cares about – arrives to the celebration 

late, and when he does arrive, he brushes off the Archduke’s genuflections and turns 

abruptly to Orlando: 

KHAN: I was warned that Englishmen would be dangerous for me, but I would 
like to give you an opportunity to prove this wrong. 
(The ARCHDUKE appears behind ORLANDO, brandishing a gun. 
ORLANDO calmly puts a hand on the ARCHDUKE’s arm.) 

ORLANDO: Let me introduce you. This is Archduke Harry from England. 
KHAN: Delighted. Orlando … our enemies are at the City Wall. Will you help? 
ORLANDO: (Slowly) You wish me to take arms …? 
KHAN: Surely Orlando, you, an Englishman, are not afraid? 
ARCHDUKE: (Indignant) Sir! 
 



At this pivotal moment, Potter’s leading paradigm begins to re-solidify in a familiar 

manner as she underscores the common bond between the Archduke and the Khan: the 

patriarchal bond of masculinity and violence. Painting the Archduke with the same brush 

as the rest of the British monarchy, Potter comes down hard on this note: as men of 

power, the Archduke and the Khan share an unspoken connection that separates their 

world from Orlando’s. They are “real” men, and, as such, are quite capable of killing 

other men, a murderous impulses that overcomes even the deepest rifts of race and class. 

And it is precisely this shared desire – the desire of men to kill other men – that Potter 

depicts as the tipping point for Orlando’s change from “man” into a woman.  

Struggling across the ramparts, deafened by the burst of cannon fire, Orlando and 

Harry meet the Khan as bullets ricochet from the walls. The Khan graciously approaches 

Orlando, arms outstretched, clapping him on the back and saying only: “Brother.” It’s a 

crucial line, of course, as we long ago concluded that Potter’s Orlando can never be 

anyone’s brother, let alone their brother-in-arms. Standing nervously next to Harry, 

Orlando does her best to act brave, as Harry sports a malevolent grin. War is his world. 

He is at home in it, even happy.  

A figure appears on the walls uttering a battle cry. Orlando draws a pistol, then 

hesitates. Harry pulls the trigger of his own pistol, there is the clap of powder, and the 

marauder falls to the ground, writhing in pain. But when Orlando attempts to soothe the 

fallen raider, Harry objects: 

 

ARCHDUKE: Leave him! Leave him. 
ORLANDO: But this is a dying man! 
ARCHDUKE: He is not a man, he is the enemy. 

 



It is precisely this moment of masculine aggression that Potter presents as the impetus for 

Orlando’s “sex change.” Confronted with the Archduke’s demand to ignore a dying man, 

Orlando turns to the camera and gazes directly at the viewer with “dark questioning eyes” 

– a reverse look that does not so much invite the audience to empathize with Orlando’s 

predicament as it requests us to agree with Orlando that the Archduke’s position is 

untenable, barbaric, and morally bankrupt (Potter 1994: 40). Because it so clearly invites 

us to join forces with Orlando against the Archduke, this reverse look is nothing less than 

an invitation for us to take Orlando’s side in rebelling against patriarchal oppression. 

As the camera cuts to Orlando stumbling down dimly lit streets towards home, it 

suggests we are following Orlando away from the patriarchal injunction to kill, heading 

to his change of sex. I am hardly the first scholar to remark on this set-up; according to 

Hollinger and Winterhalter, Orlando’s sex change is “prompted by Orlando’s recognition 

of history’s imbrication of masculinity and warfare,” particularly as the horror of this 

aggression is positioned in “the carnage of the battle scenes [Orlando] witnesses in 

Turkey” (2001: 240). Aside from the fact that Orlando does not witness this imbrication 

of masculinity and war in Turkey, but in Uzbekistan, I generally concur with Hollinger 

and Winterhalter, with the caveat that Orlando’s “sex change” is not a change of sex – it 

is as a change of gender.    

The sex change scene begins with a medium shot of the protagonist naked, asleep. 

Morning. Her eyes flicker open. She stares across a pile of pillows with the sudden 

recognition (and resignation) of a person who has just experienced a life altering event: 

“ahhh, so that happened yesterday … well, nothing can change that.” An evocative rush 

of music mingles with the rhythmic voices of women, distant yet intimate. Orlando gazes 



across her coverlets, eyes resigned, soft, even sad – but there is also knowledge in her 

look. With each physical gesture, the music grows a beat louder. Orlando removes her 

wig. The voices rise. A cascade of red hair tumbles down. The voices rise again. Orlando 

emerges from bed and tosses her wig aside. The camera lingers on the wig. We can see 

its infrastructure, its pale ribs and the implausible interlacement of elastic: the wig is a 

ridiculous contraption, as absurd and pointless as the institutionalized vagaries of gender. 

Orlando casts off her ruffled shirt, and the camera focuses on a golden chalice of 

water. Reaching for the chalice, golden reflections dance across its rim. Water trickles 

through Orlando’s fingers, and the air is alive with motes of dust, shimmering, catching 

the golden light, refracting it everywhere. We hear the splash of water as the patriarchal 

injunction for us to revel in a bloodbath (of war), which Orlando experienced just the 

night before, is transformed into an invitation to take a bath, enjoy the water, cleanse 

ourselves of battle’s filth. Water drips from Orlando’s face as she strikes a three-quarter 

profile, looking into a golden keyhole mirror. The camera shifts once more, and we are 

gazing at Orlando in the center of the mirror, gazing at the reflection of her own naked 

body at the same moment we see her nakedness for the first time. She stares lovingly at 

her body, then says: “same person, no difference at all … just a different sex.” 

Of course, there is nothing much different about Orlando’s sex – we are simply 

seeing her naked for the first time. Aside from having no clothes, nothing else about her 

has changed, no matter what the character or the filmmaker has asserted to the contrary. 

The camera has simply confirmed what we knew all along, that Tilda Swinton is among 

the most ravishing women in the world. Vanished is Woolf’s mythical sequence, with its 

masculine Truth bossing folks around, and The Horrid Sisters seeking only to obstruct 



Truth’s commands.26 Recalling Fellini’s professionally sculpted latex penis and breasts 

for the Hermaphrodite in Fellini-Satyricon, Potter adds nothing on a visual level to assert 

Orlando was “actually” a man; no tell-tale marks of a transsexual event, no evidence of 

surgical subtractions (scars, pits, concave surfaces) or additions (silicone, hydraulic 

implants, Botox). Nothing about Swinton’s anatomy before or after this transformative 

moment indicates she was or will be a man. She simply claims to have made a change of 

sex, when all our senses assert that she has not. She has always been a woman. The 

primary difference, following her dramatic change of gender, is that Orlando will clothe 

herself in recognizably feminine Western attire for the remainder of the film. Up until 

that point, for unspecified reasons, she has been wearing the clothes of an Elizabethan 

man. 

Gone is the biographer’s feeble attempt to divert our eyes from the “odious” facticity 

of Orlando’s sex, along with their assertions that the act of changing sex – and the sexual 

apparatus in general – is a topic fit more for doctors than writers. But because Orlando is 

not actually changing sex, those interjections are not necessary, thereby begging the 

question: what does it matter that Orlando was never truly a man, and therefore never 

                                                
26 In an essay, entitled, “The Mirror Didn’t Crack: Costume Drama and Gothic Horror in Sally Potter’s 
Orlando,” Sophie Mayer suggests that Orlando “becomes a woman when she has to enter into the 
socialized discourse of dressing for her peers,” and concludes that “clothed or unclothed [….] 
transgressing/blurring gender boundaries and adhering to them, the presence of the female body [in 
Orlando] is a problem” (2008: 42, emphasis Mayer’s). She also notes that Swinton’s nakedness becomes a 
symbol for the “making-public” of Potter’s own queer sexuality and feminist theory, and “her nakedness is 
the film’s” (43). But Mayer’s logic is flawed in one regard: the fact is that Swinton’s body, naked or not, 
never transgresses or blurs anything. There is nothing upsetting, destabilizing, discomforting or unorthodox 
about Swinton’s naked form; every contour is lovingly caressed by Potter’s camera. Mayer is also 
technically incorrect in suggesting Orlando becomes a woman when she begins dressing “for her peers” – 
as if the film’s viewers truly do not recognize Swinton as a woman before the costume change. If nothing 
else, Swinton’s womanhood first becomes recognizable at the moment she stands before us naked – not 
when she begins dressing again. And rather than transgress or blur, Swinton’s naked femininity is presented 
as pleasing; a long-anticipated balm for the gendered itch that had no scratch – a dissatisfaction she felt as a 
woman, not as a man. No matter how emphatically Swinton and Potter exhort us that Orlando is “a 
different sex,” Potter’s only “other” choice is also womanhood. 



underwent a change of sex? To be sure, there are all manner of ways in which Potter 

could have indicated Orlando’s alleged change of sex. The camera might, for example, 

have panned across Orlando’s genitalia as they appear to swell, shrink, take on all manner 

of shapes and configurations. Or the change might have taken place in a blinding flash, 

obscuring Orlando’s private parts in a blur of light, then revealing a vagina. Perhaps 

Orlando could have looked into the same mirror and, in one of those celebrated reverse 

looks, she could have talked us through the change: “Goodness gracious, I am becoming 

a woman now, my breasts are growing bigger, my penis is disappearing.” There is no 

shortage of narrative arrangements that Potter might have deployed to indicate Orlando’s 

sex change – and any of them would seem more plausible than Tilda Swinton simply 

looking at us declaring she has changed her sex. But Orlando simply makes the claim 

that its protagonist is now the woman we knew she was in the first place, and leaves it at 

that.27  

Almost. But as Orlando stands before us naked, a woman from head to toe, Potter’s 

camera lovingly caresses Swinton’s supple frame, panning down her breasts and nipples, 

across a mound of red pubic hair, over a slightly tilted foot.28 Potter’s is not merely 

revealing the facticity of Orlando’s sex; she is embracing it, exploring it, loving it. Thus, 
                                                
27 Mayer observes that Orlando’s sex change takes place “in a stylized, languorous mood, both naturalized 
and fantastic, with dust motes suggesting both shooting in natural light and a fairy godmother’s magical 
powder” (2008: 42). Of course, these are all inferences on Mayer’s part – these fairy godmothers and 
magical powders. We could also state the presence of dust motes “suggests” Orlando’s apartment is in need 
of a cleaning. But what would be the point in that? The image we have is Tilda Swinton naked in a swirl of 
glittering dust. Isn’t that enough?  
28 Critics have compared Swinton’s pose during the (s)exchange scene to Botticelli’s Birth of Venus. In 
“The Mirror Didn’t Crack: Costume Drama and Gothic Horror,” Mayer claims Orlando’s posing “nakedly 
before the mirror” refers to “the body politics of Botticelli’s Venus” (2008: 42). Humm similarly believes 
that “the scene where Orlando surveys her naked female form [….] echoes Botticelli’s Birth of Venus” 
(Humm 173). 
 
 
 
 



while Woolf’s biographer dismissed the brief interlude of Orlando’s sexual ambiguity as 

odious, eschewing any graphic description of Orlando’s genitalia and quitting the scene 

as quickly as possible, Potter arrives a similar destination without faltering over sexual 

ambiguity at all. Like Woolf’s protagonist, Potter’s Orlando is now a ravishing woman – 

of course. She was ravishing even when she was dressed in the preposterous attire of an 

Elizabethan fop. But she was a woman from the start.  

Because Potter made such a big deal about professing fidelity to Woolf’s text, one 

can only wonder what inspired her to disappear the epic moment of Orlando’s sexual 

ambiguity, the sequence Woolf populated with so many mythical characters? Does her 

rejection of this moment imply that representing sexual ambiguity on a visual level is too 

fraught, complicated, repellant, obvious, boring, corny, unnecessary or implausible that 

any attempt to explicitly tackle it is nothing more than a side argument? In that sense, 

Potter’s deletion does resemble Woolf’s move in Orlando – but instead of “rushing” the 

scene of Orlando’s sex change, Potter skips it completely. She might not think it is odious 

(we will never know). But we do know beyond the shadow of a doubt that Potter could 

have depicted Orlando’s sex change graphically. Things could have been different, but 

were not. 

Although we can say little with veracity regarding Potter’s motives for scrubbing 

Woolf’s sex change sequence, there is much to say about the results, particularly from the 

vantage point of feminism and the film’s polemic stance on patriarchal force relations. 

While Potter frames the misanthropic tendencies of warlike males as the cause of 

Orlando’s sex change, if we agree Orlando does not actually change her sex, is that the 

barbarism of masculine aggression causes Orlando to stop dressing as a man and become 



a more effeminate woman. This raises an important question: if Orlando is not a different 

sex, but a different gender – in short, a different kind of woman – then what kind of 

woman is she?  

The answer is simple: she’s a 1990s British feminist, just like Sally Potter – and as 

such, she is the inheritor of the feminist legacy writers like Woolf fought so hard to 

establish.29 Indeed, Woolf’s book and Potter’s film are both feminist projects, inasmuch 

as they critique the arbitrary vagaries of patriarchal normatization. But Potter adds a layer 

of political complexity that Woolf could not have foreseen in the 1920s. As Sophie 

Mayer observes, fixing Swinton’s body at the “center of controversy: too feminine to be 

read as male in the first part of the film,” ultimately makes the character “even more 

troubling” than she is in Woolf’s rendition (2008: 43). Yet, rather than jeopardize our 

tenuous hold on the “conventions of signification,” as Ferriss and Waites maintain, 

Orlando’s sudden recognizability as a woman comes as something of a relief: now she 

can be the hip, sexy feminist we knew she was all along. And because this new, all-girl 

Orlando is the symbolic proxy for progressive feminists – and the Archduke Harry is the 

symbolic proxy for Western patriarchy – their moral-ethical collision represents nothing 

less than the twentieth-century showdown between patriarchy and feminism. The 

argument is one of value, marriage and property. Harry wants it all, and Orlando wants 

nothing to do with it. 

                                                
29 Although I do not concur with Mayer’s assessment that Woolf’s novel is “the (dis)embodiment of a 
feminist literature,” I generally agree with her assertion that Potter’s film is compatible with the 
mainstream feminism of the 1990s (2008: 43). I also cannot concur with Mayer’s proposition that whether 
Orlando is “clothed or unclothed,” the protagonist is perpetually engaged in the act of 
“transgressing/blurring gender boundaries and adhering to them” (2008: 42). As a woman disguising 
herself as a male, Potter’s protagonist passes as a man, and enjoys all the privileges thereof: no 
transgression there. And when she stands naked, nothing is transgressed or blurred; she is a lovely, naked 
woman. It is only when Potter’s protagonist emerges into patriarchal culture as a feminist that the trouble 
starts. 



From the moment Orlando begins dressing in women’s clothing, Potter’s protagonist 

snaps into focus as a contemporary feminist in a Victorian body. Having become visibly 

feminine, she can fight to signify for herself in the type of entrenched patriarchal culture 

that was reviled by second-wave feminists (Kate Millet, Mary Daly and Andrea 

Dworkin): the dominant order of men, whose singular aim is oppressing the existence of 

women. The fact that Orlando becomes abjectified by patriarchal culture at the very 

moment she returns from Khiva and assumes her mantle as Potter’s feminist ideal 

underscores this conclusion. Following her ascension into recognizable femininity (and 

feminism), Orlando’s property is seized, she is no longer allowed to travel, and she is 

told, above all else, that women must not write. But while Orlando fights to overcome her 

socioeconomic abjection and set the terms for her intellectual and physical emancipation, 

this specific point bears repeating: Orlando is never abjectified as a sexually ambiguous 

character precisely because she is never depicted as sexually ambiguous. Although Potter 

follows Woolf in exploring the ambiguities of gender and the vicissitudes of actualizing a 

feminist speaking position in a culture fraught with masculine aggression, Potter’s 

Orlando is nothing less than her feminine vision of a feminist ideal. 

  

Shifting Orlando and Her Daughter into the Future of Feminist Filmmaking, Even 

 

In the previous section, I suggested Sally Potter depicts her protagonist’s alleged sex 

change as impelled by a patriarchal mandate for men to kill other men, a mandate of 

male-on-male violence presented as the common thread that binds all men together. 

Rebelling against this mandate, Orlando makes her transition into being a more 



recognizable woman within the standards of her time. Following her transition, which is 

primarily a change in appearance, Orlando begins to rebel against the injustice of the 

patriarchal order with greater energy than she did when she was enjoying the privileges 

patriarchy can bestow. Asserting that her “sexual” transformation is a change of gender 

rather than a change of sex, I detailed the increasing socioeconomic abjection that 

Orlando faces from the moment she jettisons her life as a female transvestite, emerging as 

Potter’s feminist ideal. The fact that Potter felt Orlando could not embody the same 

feminist ideal as a female transvestite is something of a point – but due to space 

constraints, it must be a point for another time. 

In my conclusion to this chapter, I will analyze the gender trouble that faces Orlando 

as she moves through a milieu of abjection into her life as a queer mother whose daughter 

is the inheritor of Potter’s feminist ideal. I would like to begin the section by calling 

attention to the narrative differences between Orlando’s departure from the East and her 

arrival in the West. Because Potter depicts Orlando’s return to England swiftly, without 

any significant interaction between Orlando and the characters described in Woolf’s text 

(the gypsies, Captain Bartolus, etc.), Potter’s protagonist enters her life as a recognizable 

woman with no mention made of her missing girlhood and its relevance to that life.  

This discrepancy seems particularly critical in light of our knowledge that Potter’s 

Orlando has been a woman all along, a fact that implies she had some sort of girlhood in 

the past, however stultified, conflicted or complex.30 Thus, Potter’s protagonist moves 

                                                
30 In Woolf’s novel, Orlando’s passage back to England on The Enchanted Lady, as well as her time among 
the gypsies, consistently reiterates the fact that she entered womanhood as someone who had no experience 
of girlhood; thus, she enters it like a child discovering a pleasant toy cabinet or mystery box. In particular, 
Potter’s deletion of Orlando’s time among the gypsies raised questions about her fidelity to the text among 
Woolf scholars. Ultimately, Marcus criticizes Potter for taking Woolf’s “scathing critique of English 
imperialism and racism and the repression of sexual identity--and reduc[ing] it to tapioca pudding” (1994: 



into her life as a recognizable woman without the same level of circumspection as 

Woolf’s Orlando, who must re-learn all sorts of things she never learned as a girl – 

precisely because she never was one. Be that as it may, the sudden immersion of the 

cinematic Orlando from a life of female transvestism into wearing dresses and performing 

femininity in a patriarchally sanctioned mode feels no less disruptive than the sexual 

travails of her literary counterpart. From the moment Potter’s Orlando begins dressing as 

a woman, she embarks on a comical battles with an onslaught of gowns, corsets, wigs and 

make-up. Encountering the same social obstacles as her namesake, she is attacked by 

creditors and lawyers, forced to square off with sexual ostracism, punitive legal 

measures, financial insecurity and preposterous gendered fears. This fact alone makes it 

difficult to concur with Marcus, Halberstam, Garber, who have suggested at turns that 

nothing is troubling or transgressive about Potter’s film. While her adaptation was 

clearly provocative enough to impel these scholars into attack mode, what we can take 

away from the heat of their criticism is not so much that Potter’s film was as politically 

incendiary as Woolf’s novel (it was), but that it stirred up trouble in different directions. 

As I hope to demonstrate, it was not so much Potter’s cinematic representation of 

Orlando that produced this trouble, but her representations of the things that traditionally 

                                                
11-13). According to Marcus, Potter’s Orlando is nothing more than “a sweet white movie taken to the 
toothache level,” wherein the aspect of “whiteness appears to be so important to Potter that she overdoes 
the fetishism factor, in the meantime ignoring the ways in which Woolf's novel engages with race-ing the 
Other” (11-13). While it might be true that Potter’s gypsies are incidental props – human vehicles whose 
sole function is to convey Orlando to her next place of residence, and are relegated to a subordinate 
function that places them in the silenced company of Potter’s other dark-skinned Others (the Moor’s head, 
Grace Robinson and Rosina Pepita) – Marcus glosses over the fact that Potter’s thoroughness in sanitizing 
xenophobic images from her adaptation actually serves to draw our attention towards them – particularly 
those of us who maintain a political/libidinal investment in the raw or incendiary edge of Woolf’s work. 
Similarly, Marcus’s contention that Potter’s attempts to squeeze Woolf’s troubling descriptions of 
“blackamoors,” gypsies and “niggers” into the sensibilities of a politically correct Happy Valley removes 
the Woolf’s critique of colonial chauvanism is overly reductive; Potter’s film does critique imperialism and 
repression; she merely does it differently way than Woolf, through the implicit ridicule of the Archduke 
Harry, for example, or her addition of the articulate, anti-imperialist Khan. 



depicted female bodies can do when culturally emancipated by feminist politics. In short, 

it was not Orlando’s body but her body politics – and a specific mode of feminist body 

politics at that – which caused all the trouble in contemporary critical circles. And most 

of this trouble seemed to center on the fact that Sally Potter’s protagonist had sex with a 

man and gave birth to a daughter.  

From the moment Orlando arrives in England, Potter depicts her as a second-wave 

activist who, although she is intimidated by the prospect of financial divestiture because 

she has become a woman without a male heir, nevertheless spurns Archduke Harry’s 

proposals of marriage, rebukes several famous writers for their chauvinism towards 

women, and decides to fly under her own banner rather than subordinate herself to the 

whims of a male benefactor.31 But it would be counterproductive to reduce Orlando to an 

example of second-wave agitprop. Indeed, Potter’s film generated some of its greatest 

heat among proponents of second-wave feminism. Jane Marcus, for example, whose 

essay in The Women’s Review of Books began by suggesting Potter was ignorant of 

Orlando’s “cult status in lesbian and gay culture” (1994: 11). Recalling the extent to 

which “Orlando’s slippery sexuality” is valued by the gay community, Marcus railed: 

“How dare [Potter] represent Orlando as merely a straight white Englishwoman?” (11-

13).32 Asserting that Orlando was imbued in “upper-class romanticized white feminism,” 

Marcus fumed that Potter’s film catered to the bourgeois preoccupation with “Great 

                                                
31 Mayer comes to a similar conclusion in her remarks that Orlando presents “second-wave feminist 
aesthetics [….] as the source of ‘new possibilities’” (2008: 195-8).  
32 In terms of its detraction by many feminist writers, Potter’s film shares common ground with Woolf’s 
novel; while second-wave feminists like Elaine Showalter do not consider Woolf’s book overtly feminist 
enough to be “proper” women’s writing, scholars like Marcus and Halberstam did not view Potter’s film as 
either feminist or gay enough. 



Houses and Elizabethan extravagance” (1994: 11-13).33 Extending a similar argument in 

The Bisexuality of Everyday Life, Marjorie Garber excoriated Potter for seeking 

something “essential” and “transcendent” in human beings regardless of their gender, 

thereby advocating a perilously androgynous humanism (2000: 233).34 “This is the 

androgyne as humanist hero,” Garber grumbles. “There is no bisexuality in Potter’s 

Orlando, because there is no sexuality” (233). 

Setting aside the fact that Tilda Swinton definitely sexed as a woman, Marcus and 

Garber beg a similar question: Why couldn’t a humanist, androgynous feminism have as 

much political efficacy and legitimacy as their own? Is there own version of feminism the 

only one that is not perilous? Or is the perilousness of feminism actually an indicator of 

its greatest strengths – it’s ability to topple, upset and overcome? Furthermore, if 

(post)feminist scholars like Butler and Kristeva are correct in their assertions that no 

singular representative of womanhood exists, then, by that rationale, there can be no 

singular feminism, either – and the question of what specific polis comprises the 

legitimate voice of feminism is clearly a matter of interpretation.35 While I am intrigued 

                                                
33 On the ambiguous homosexuality of Potter’s Orlando, Sibel Celik-Norman writes that Orlando’s 
“romantic affair with a Russian princess seems distinctly lesbian,” and adds that Orlando as “a young man 
later has a brotherly friendship with an Uzbek Khan which [Anne Cieko sees] as having ‘homoerotic 
overtones’” (2007). But because we can only pretend that Swinton is a man, and because we know Tilda 
Swinton is a woman, her love scenes with Sasha remain distinctly lesbian, just as her erotic relations with 
the Khan have heterosexual overtones. 
34 Garber considers Potter’s film to be an oversimplistic reification of the “androgyne as humanist hero” 
(233). Because she is typically a champion of marginalized forms of alterity, I do not understand why 
Garber attacks Orlando’s reputed “androgyny” with such vehemence. As I have argued in this chapter, 
Potter’s protagonist is never androgynous; we always know she is a woman. I also do not concur with 
Garber’s statement that “there is no bisexuality in Potter’s Orlando, because there is no sexuality” (2000: 
233). Whether or not one finds Orlando’s sex interesting or attractive, there is no doubt that she does have a 
sex. On a side note, when Garber decries Orlando’s “bland and inoffensive” androgyny for failing to live 
up to her standards of “ambiguous, ambivalent, transgressive sexuality,” she pays short shrift to Quentin 
Crisp’s deliciously androgynous performance as Queen Elizabeth, which I have regrettably neglected in 
this chapter for the sake of brevity.  
35 After designating Woolf as “the mother of feminist criticism,” Marcus turns her discussion back to the 
ongoing public debate between herself and Elaine Showalter, claiming that she (Marcus) seeks to 



by Marcus’s suggestion that Virginia Woolf was the “forerunner of socialist feminism,” 

as well as the “mother of feminist criticism,” I definitely do not concur with her argument 

that Sally Potter reduces Woolf’s novel to heterocentric “tapioca.”36 As Brenda Silver 

argues, Potter’s film belongs in “the arena of the queer” simply because it calls into 

question the act of defining queerness itself (1999: 225): 

 
Potter’s refashioning of Orlando, which dresses androgyny in the concepts of 
cross-dressing, gender-bending, masquerade, camp and/or genderfuck, appears to 
undo not only the differences between the genders/sexes but the stability of 
gender itself. In this way the film’s representation of gender could be read as a 
mirror image of its status as an adaptation: a performance that undoes any claim 
to stability, oneness, or an authentic text. Ironically, however, despite its 
potential to undo the concept of authenticity, Potter’s Orlando and its reception 
illustrate how powerfully the desire for authenticity, both as trope and political 
strategy, continues to operate, even, or especially, in a queer age. (1999: 225) 

 

I concur with Silver. It is not merely unproductive but myopic to dismiss Potter’s 

adaptation as a mainstream betrayal to any feminist or queer cause.37 In point of fact, the 

                                                
“legitimize feminist criticism by claiming Woolf's prior status as feminist critic, while Showalter and others 
wanted to identify their own practice as originary” (13). According to Marcus: “We’re facing two faces 
here […] Feminism, I now think, has been demonized in modern Britain around the figure of Virginia 
Woolf as upper-class repressed lesbian, creating identity problems for women readers around issues of 
class solidarity, politics and sexual identity,” while in the United States, Woolf’s name “has been invoked 
around issues of madness, suicide, anorexia and child abuse, a cluster of problems claiming woman as 
victim” (13). While I completely concur with her arguments on Woolf, it puzzles me that Marcus does not 
see their obvious connection to the excoriation of Potter’s film in second-wave feminist circles; the 
backlash may have changed faces, but it is political backlash nonetheless. 
36 Contrary to Marcus’s allegation, there is little evidence indicating Potter’s “mainstream” audiences 
regarded her adaptation of Orlando as heterocentric pudding. In fact, my perusal of dozens of Amazon 
citizen reviews have suggested that everyday viewers regard Potter’s film as “one REALLY odd movie,” or 
“beautiful to look at but challenging to the mind.” As reviewer A. Burchfield puts it in his amazon.com 
review: “I've never seen anything quite like it. I found the story interesting but strange at the same time. I'm 
not sure how historically accurate it is but the movie seems very well researched and loaded with tiny 
details that could so easily have been overlooked or even left out, much better done than so many modern 
day setting movies” (2001). 
37 In Technologies of Gender, de Lauretis cites the ways in which “the feminist discourse on gender and 
representation, and their own commitment to feminism (a discourse and a commitment which do not 
always go hand in hand)” has inspired some contemporary feminist filmmakers to begin “a project to 
develop the means, conceptual and formal, to represent the contradiction itself, the contradiction which I 
see as constitutive of the female subject of feminism” (1987: 114). Similarly, in her analysis of Potter’s 
films, from Thriller (1979) to The Gold Diggers (1983) and Orlando, Julianne Pidduck follows de 



political agenda that Potter’s adaptation most visibly runs against is the normatizing 

version of queerness imposed on the film by scholars like Marcus and Garber, 

particularly as their comments concern Orlando’s transformation from female transvestite 

to queer mother.38  

The notion that Orlando’s motherhood is queer has gone relatively unexplored in 

recent scholarship. But if it isn’t queer enough that Potter begins her film by depicting 

Orlando as a lesbian transvestite in the first place, it seems doubly queer that Orlando 

suddenly rejects this role and casts herself into motherhood and femininity, a move that 

plunges her into greater sexual and socioeconomic uncertainty than she experienced 

living as a man. For Potter depicts Orlando as not merely passing as a man – she is able 

to enjoy considerable privileges in that role (wealth, adventure, lots of sex). Although we 

can only wonder how Potter’s Orlando was never outed in her “stealth mode” (perhaps 

because her fellow courtiers were intimidated by her wealthy parents, perhaps because 

they did not care), within the context of Potter’s film, she does prosper. Yet she 

compromises – some might even say she sacrifices – all of this prosperity to reject male 

domination and privilege. 

We must also recall that while Potter’s Orlando begins her story as a woman living 

as a man, she is also having affairs with other women; specifically, Euphrosyne and 

Sasha. Thus, Potter’s storyline exceeds the intensively veiled allusions to lesbianism in 

                                                
Lauretis’s work in Alice Doesn’t to conclude that Potter’s oeuvre “playfully take[s] up the challenge” of 
expanding “the project of �feminist film criticism and filmmaking” to excavate “the production of new 
�forms of discourse” and “new forms of narrative which can ‘construct the � terms of reference of another 
measure of desire’” (Pidduck 1997: 172, quoting de Lauretis 1984: 103-57, emphasis mine). Of course the 
other measure of desire in question here would be the queer measure, the measure that Potter’s Orlando 
fulfills in her desire to become a queer mother. 
38 Celik-Norman suggests that “the deliberate sexual ambiguities of the film” are reflected “in the Queen 
played by a man (the ‘Queen of Queens,’ Quentin Crisp), the castratus singing in the literary salon [and] 
the boyish good looks of the Russian princess” (2007: 2).  



Woolf’s novel, thereby performing a queer intervention of sorts. Even Judith Halberstam, 

who is generally critical of Potter’s efforts in Orlando, concedes that Swinton’s 

femininity lends “the love affair between Orlando and Natasha […] serious lesbian 

overtones” (1998: 214-15). What Halberstam objects to is Potter’s refusal “to capitalize 

on the queer sexuality invoked by this love affair,” along with Potter’s decision to reserve 

any explicit sex scenes for “a rather conventional encounter between a female Orlando 

and an all too male young American” (1998: 214-5). Needless to say, it is difficult to 

accept Halberstam’s proposition that Orlando’s encounters with her lover, Shelmerdine, 

later in the story are “conventional” – it is during this affair, after all, that both characters 

explicitly discuss their own bisexuality and confess that they could conceivably live as 

the “opposite” sex. 

In the final knell, while Orlando’s queerness might seem compromised by the fact 

that she has sex with a man (to Marcus and Halberstam, at any rate), their conclusion that 

Potter’s film supports heterosexist norms swerves oddly wide of the mark, and I can only 

wonder what Halberstam and Marcus hope to gain by ejecting Potter’s film from the 

borders of queerness and lesbianism simply because its protagonist has an affair with a 

man – as if queers can never have sexual encounters with the “opposite” sex, or somehow 

betray the mandates of queerness if they do. Furthermore, if Halberstam is correct in her 

assertions that “queer uses of time and space” are inherently “in opposition to the 

institutions of family [and] heterosexuality,” it seems difficult to imagine any temporality 

more “in opposition” to the arbitrary conventions of the above institutions than Orlando’s 

four-century lifespan, which provides her with the moral-ethical latitude to create a queer 

family that no longer valorizes 19th-century heteronormative arrangements of class, race 



or sexuality (2005: 1).39 Is this all to be overlooked simply because Orlando screws a man 

or bears a child?40 

But there is another reason Orlando’s motherhood stirs up gender trouble, and that 

concerns the alteration of her child’s sex, which the filmmaker changes from male to 

female – an alteration that is only amplified by the child’s extended narrative function. 

Concerning children, the tumultuous conclusion to Woolf’s novel feels almost interrupted 

by the biographer’s dispassionate observation that “Orlando was safely delivered of a son 

on Thursday, March the 20th, at three o’clock in the morning” (295). Aside from this 

brief note, Woolf’s depiction of Orlando’s son seems little more than a placeholder; this 

character is simply a child-like shape, a muted citation of boy-ness. Woolf never details 

the child’s physical appearance, and his actions bear no influence on the plot.  

But when Potter depicts Orlando’s child as a girl – perhaps her adaptation’s most 

provocative sex change, if we consider the critical backlash it caused – completely 

transforms the conclusion of the narrative. In Hollinger and Winterhalter’s estimation, 

Potter is guilty of a cardinal feminst sin, suggesting that “woman’s only ‘inheritance’ and 

her path to ‘true self’ is through motherhood,” the evidence of which they find in the 

                                                
39 “How queer is Potter’s Orlando?” asks Halberstam in Female Masculinity. “When we are not being 
seduced by the visual opulence of Potter’s scenery, we suddenly notice that Tilda Swinton’s cross-dressing 
androgyny has distinctly unqueer limits” (214). Yet Halberstam does not explain how a revolutionary polis 
– even queerness – can remain queer once it has been broken into a system of limits and constraints, no 
matter how anti-heteronormative those queer borders seem to be. In fact, if we concur with Halberstam’s 
view that queerness is the “outcome of strange temporalities, imaginative life schedules and eccentric 
economic practices,” Potter’s Orlando seems doubly queer. Considering the fifty years the protagonist 
spends as a transvestite, and her “eccentric economic practice” of rejecting her apparently successful 
masquerade as a man, which in turn nullifies her claims to patriarchal entitlements such as title, estate, and 
the trappings of manhood in a patriarchal society. Halberstam’s question should not be “is Orlando queer or 
not?” so much as it should be: “in what ways might Orlando be queer?” 
40 Setting aside the dozens of websites devoted to disputing whether or not Billy Zane and Tilda Swinton 
are “actually” gay, the bisexuality of their characters in Orlando seems difficult to dispute. That this 
bisexuality surfaces after they have intercourse is an interesting precursor for the transidentification that 
takes place between the two characters, as Orlando articulates the possibility of living as a man without 
engaging in violence or wars, while Shelmerdine cites the potential for women to live without sacrificing 
their life for their children or “drown[ing] anonymously in the milk of female kindness” (1994: 54). 



filmmaker’s depictions of Orlando’s “blissful relationship with her female child” (2001: 

252).41 Setting aside the question of how having a good time with your kid suddenly 

becomes a political proclamation that motherhood is the only true path to self-revelation, 

I can only refute Hollinger and Winterhalter’s assertion that Potter’s representation of 

Orlando and her daughter endorses a “postfeminist promised land of complete gender 

equality” (252). Arguing that Woolf’s work in Orlando underscores that “the gendered 

structure of society is deeply implicated in the perpetuation of war across history,” 

Hollinger and Winterhalter describe Potter’s version as “a visible sign, as Orlando runs 

forward pregnant on the battlefield, that [the protagonist] is moving out of the militaristic 

male world” (252) Within this comparison, Hollinger and Winterhalter miss an important 

point: at the conclusion of Potter’s film, Orlando and her daughter remain at war, not 

only with the world of militaristic men, but with unjust hegemonic practices of all types, 

including those found in the world of publishing, art, cinema, finance, and any other form 

of discourse that systematically devalues women.  

If nothing else, the ongoing indignation such scholars display towards Potter’s 

depiction of Orlando’s motherhood demonstrates that representing maternity of any type 

in feminist discourse remains a political minefield – a point of view that resonates with 

much current scholarship on the fraught ontological interstice of feminism and 

motherhood (cf. Lauri Umansky or Patrice DiQuinzio). As Amber Kinser notes in 

Motherhood and Feminism, “the feminine mystique, racial uplift, revalorist feminism, the 

mother heart, the second shift, othermorthering, the new momism, the mommy wars – all 

                                                
41 Following Pat Dowell, Hollinger and Winterhalter express confusion as to “why Orlando, a being so 
clearly headed for life outside the normal parameters, longs for a child, especially in this age of family 
values, when the political right wing has staged a full-court press to convince men and women how much 
they want to parent” (2001: 252, quoting Dowell 1993: 16-17). But is it not possible that Potter is daring to 
suggest that parenting can be as queer as anything else? 



of these phrases serve as cultural flashpoints that highlight the complex, dynamic and 

sometimes contentious relationship between feminism and motherhood” (2010: 1).42 The 

high political stakes of exploring motherhood in adaptations of cherished feminist works, 

when coupled with the outcomes of failing to meet the satisfaction of disparate and 

sometimes conflicting feminist audiences, clearly necessitates a closer reading of the 

mother-daughter relationship in Potter’s adaptation.  

When we first glimpse Orlando’s daughter, she and her mother are enjoying a 

moment of elation. The reason for their joy is simple: barring a few editorial changes, 

Orlando’s manuscript, The Oak Tree, has been provisionally accepted for publication.  As 

Orlando exits her publisher’s tastefully modernist offices, the little girl’s face beams up at 

her from a motorcycle sidecar.43 They exchange a loving smile as Orlando kicks the 

motorcycle to life, roaring off into London streets.44 This bricolage of effects – the 

modernist edifices of the publisher’s office, mother and daughter decked in trendy 

cycling leathers, a vintage road bike and riffs of electric music – all combine to inform 

viewers that we are immersed in our contemporary now: this is “our” time, our fashion, 

our children, our cultural milieu. These sensations of now-ness are quickened as we 

                                                
42 Kinser observes that “feminist writers and activists in the United States have moved at various points in 
history between celebrating motherhood, critiquing it, using it as leverage to gain other rights, and 
reconceptualizing it so that mothering can be a more empowering experience for women” (1). In the 
concluding section of this chapter, I discuss the ways in which Potter’s conclusion to Orlando 
reconceptualizes and celebrates an intergenerational wave of feminist mothers and daughters. 
43 Potter’s Director of Casting, Irene Lamb, made an excellent decision in casting Jessica Swinton (Tilda 
Swinton’s niece) as Orlando’s daughter. In the space of their shared smile, the palpable love-bond between 
the two, along with their family resemblance, seems conducive to portraying them as a mother-daughter 
pair.  
44 Orlando’s publisher (Heathcote Williams, who also stars as author Nick Greene) is dressed in a natty 
sharkskin suit, and resides in a glass and stainless steel edifice that reads as distinctly modernist, or the late 
‘80s version of corporate modernism, at any rate. In her companion book to the film, Potter describes 
Greene’s office as “ultra-modern chrome and glass” (59). These aesthetic cues combine with Orlando’s 
vintage motorcycle (a Triumph Bonneville café bike prized by 1990s avant garde hipsters), as well as the 
bomber helmets and goggles she has procured for herself and her daughter, to denote a particular mode of 
contemporary chic. Intellectual, effete, well-heeled; Orlando and her daughter are now the coolest of bobos 
(bourgeois bohemians). 



follow Orlando’s glittering motorcycle into the “modern urban landscape” of London’s 

docklands, a tangle of cop cars, busses, taxicabs and horns.  

This loud, crowded pastiche of modernity seems to stand at odds with the tranquility 

of the following scene, a long tracking shot that follows Orlando’s motorcycle swinging 

down Knole’s extensive carriage sweep. Orlando is bringing her daughter on a visit to her 

ancestral mansions, and to emphasize the fact that Orlando’s return to Knole is taking 

place in our contemporary now, Potter provides a wry reference to conceptual art, 

wrapping Knole’s stately topiary sculpture in white fabric – a tableau reminiscent of 

Bulgarian conceptual artist Christo’s wrapping of the Reichstag (1977) and Running 

Fence (1976).45 As Orlando’s motorcycle rolls to a stop, the camera follows her daughter 

dashing through the tightly wrapped shapes. For this girl, the conceptually ripe forms do 

not constitute high art or the minimalist critique of commodity culture – they are simply 

fun to run through, a theatrical site of shapes for exploring her libidinal pleasure. Like a 

child dragged to MOCA, scrambling disobediently across priceless works of sculpture, 

Orlando’s daughter is a child of the 90s, with no allegiance to anyone or anything save 

her mother and her own jouissance. Following Orlando on a chaperoned tour, only half-

attentive to a docent’s longwinded account of Knole’s history, Orlando’s daughter gazes 

cheerfully at portraits of her mother as an Elizabethan male, attempting to stay focused 

but growing bored. 

Time for lunch. Leaving the guided tour, mother and daughter strike out on their own, 

picnicking beneath the old oak tree. As Orlando props herself against the giant trunk, her 

                                                
45 In analyzing Potter’s deployment of Christo’s 1970s conceptual art as the principle signifier for a 
contemporary artistic now, it is interesting and even ironic to view the ways in which Christo’s work has 
become a permanent fixture in the canon of 70s art, as his wrapping projects have moved from a subversive 
tactic of representation to an institution in their own right. Conversely, the film Orlando is what has 
remained subversive, and continues to stand defiantly outside the feminist filmmaking canon. 



daughter romps through the same fields of wheat that served as the stage for her mother’s 

recitation of Fairie Queen. Only now, Potter has replaced the image of Orlando clutching 

a book of poetry with Orlando’s daughter gripping a video camera. Then the camera’s 

point-of-view shifts, and we are no longer viewing Orlando through the lens of a 35mm 

Arriflex; instead, we are seeing her through the grainy “untrained” footage of the little 

girl’s handycam. The sudden switch in perspective snaps our gaze from Potter’s polished 

footage into cinematic chaos as Orlando’s daughter leaps through the grass, bouncing the 

camera up at the sky, pointing it at the sun, capturing images of trees, flowers, mother, 

everything.  

And just as Potter’s crisply detailed opening sequence positioned the viewer facing 

Orlando, occupying the position formerly inhabited by a Moor’s head, this new relocation 

of our point-of-view to the little girl’s videocam ends the film by shifting our specular 

point of purchase into the viewfinder of the little girl running towards her mother. This 

shift is both disruptive, exhilarating, and evocative in the same blow. As the girl 

approaches Orlando, we see that Orlando is crying. A single tear runs down the contours 

of her cheek, and the daughter’s videocam follows it with an unabashed documentary 

detachment.  

“Why are you sad?” the little girl asks. “I’m not,” Orlando replies, gazing into the 

videocam. “I’m happy. Look. Look up there” (62). Orlando’s daughter tilts her camera 

towards the sky, and the figure of an angel emerges on the horizon.46  

                                                
46 According to Potter’s shooting script, this character, named The Falsetto (Jimmy Somerville) “is dressed 
in gold, has wings, and is singing in his high voice to ORLANDO as he flies in the sky above” (62). Like 
Fellini’s addition of the Hermaphrodite to Petronius’s Satyricon, Potter’s glittering Falsetto presents an 
improbable figure, a little girl’s fantasy of an angel (or a drag queen in the sky, camping in a musical 
burlesque). It goes without saying that Potter’s angel, hovering between the comic and the sublime, 
resplendent yet goofy with gold lamé wings, appears nowhere in Woolf’s text. Indeed, the sheer 



Numerous scholars have been highly critical of the distinction between the 

concluding moments of Potter’s film and Woolf’s source text. Hollinger and 

Winterhalter, for example, suggest Woolf’s conclusion “remains entirely open with a 

sense of an unknowable future as Orlando looks to the sky unsure of what she sees” 

(2001: 253). Conversely, Hollinger and Winterhalter argue, Potter invests her adapted 

conclusion with a sense of closure, as “Orlando does not see the symbol of an 

unknowable future when she looks to the sky, but an angel singing of a future that has 

already arrived” (2001: 253).47 But if we closely evaluate Potter’s conclusion, what we 

actually see is Orlando’s daughter looking into her mother’s eyes and asking why she is 

crying, followed by Orlando’s adjuration for her daughter to redirect her gaze to the 

fantastic figure of an angelic castratus in the sky. Thus, I cannot concur with Hollinger 

and Winterhalter’s assertion that Potter “has Orlando return to the oak tree and declare 

her happiness directly to the audience” – a happiness they regard as missing from 

Woolf’s text (2001: 204). Once more, their deductions seem to swing wide of the mark. 

As any parent knows, simply because Orlando tells her daughter she is happy does not 

mean that she is; there are all sorts of things a parent lies about to children (things that 

                                                
improbability of Potter’s Falsetto seems to point towards the awkwardness of her statements in favor of 
“trying to restore to people that sense of themselves which has nothing to do with gender, time, or 
circumstance” – indeed, her claims in this regard seem curiously akin to Fellini’s naïve pledge to “restore 
paganism” to the Romans (Stout 1993: 183). And although the Falsetto might seem to be a sexually 
ambiguous character on the order of renaissance angels and putti – he is simply a drag queen singing in the 
air. Because the character’s name (The Falsetto), is so intimately linked to the castrati of Italian opera, this 
character is in fact a neutered male, a castrated form that Potter juxtaposes against Orlando as 
contemporary feminist mother. 
47 Like Hollinger and Winterhalter, Higgins and Leps suggest Potter’s Orlando “ultimately reiterate[s] the 
liberal humanist dream of personal freedom and expression,” resulting in an Orlando who is “finally 
liberated from the fetters of gender, property, and privilege” (2000: 281). According to them, Woolf’s 
Orlando knows “no such easy answers,” because, in Woolf’s novel, “social pressures are maintained rather 
than denied: only her son’s birth entitles her position at the family estate” and “her compulsory husband 
[…] returns home in an airplane” (281). Conversely, the voiceover of Potter’s film underscores that 
Orlando has changed for the better; that “she is no longer trapped by destiny” and “ever since she let go of 
the past, she found her life was beginning” (Higgins and Leps 281, quoting Potter’s shooting script 1994: 
61). 



will frighten or upset them, things they might not understand). Aside from the fact that 

Orlando is crying, she certainly does not sound happy, and we are ultimately given to 

wonder if Orlando can be happy in the way Hollinger and Winterhalter mean (as a 

triumphant declarative).  

In this moment, we know Orlando is glad to be alive, glad to be a woman, glad to 

have her daughter nearby, glad to have lived a full life – although her life, at 400-plus 

years, seems far from over (Tilda Swinton looks as if she’s thirty-something). But any 

“happiness” felt by Potter’s version of Orlando will always be tinged with sorrow, even 

melancholy, and, in that sense perhaps, the contemporary Orlando seems a lot like us. 

That much is implied by the warmth of her smile as she gazes at us through her 

daughter’s camera. This reverse look, tinged with a smile, is Potter’s parting gesture: 

while her film began with an Orlando who only wanted companionship, it ends with an 

Orlando who is no longer alone, accompanied by her little girl.  

Closely considering this girl and her final moments on film, particularly as Potter uses 

the little girl’s videocam as a hyperbolic site for shifting the focalization of our specular 

gaze, I find myself concurring with Degli-Esposti that “an interesting code switch” 

happens when the girl releases our scopic perspective into “a reality which will remain 

beyond the present” (1996: 90).48 According to Degli-Esposti, when Potter shifts our gaze 

into the daughter’s video camera, she proposes “a new discourse for the act of viewing 

and creativity,” suggesting the protagonist is now “the object of the look of her daughter's 

                                                
48 Although I concur with Degli-Esposti’s suggestion that Orlando’s daughter opens the field for new 
modes of discourse, I take exception to her assertion that switching Orlando’s child from a boy to a girl 
makes Potter’s adaptation “speak the post-modern language of self-consciousness and manipulation” 
(1996: 90). Can it truly be said that Woolf’s modernist prose is neither self-conscious nor manipulative – 
and what use is there in policing the gap between Woolf’s modernism and Potter’s post-modernism, when 
their intimate connections suggest that much productive discourse might be derived from viewing them as a 
whole? 



camera,” which quite literally “offers the possibility of a new and different perspective” 

(90).49 

This sudden shift in perspective, right at the film’s conclusion, shakes the roots of our 

proprioceptive relationship to Potter’s fim – and feels substantially Woolfian. In that 

sense, I detect some interesting traction between Degli-Esposti’s assertion that the scopic 

shift of the little girl’s camera proposes new forms of discourse, and Teresa de Lauretis’s 

notion, in Figures of Resistance, that numerous characters in Woolf’s writing, “by 

disarticulating logic and rhetoric, question the self complacency of referential language 

and the logocentric entitlement of the subject of speech” (2007: 260).50 Asserting that 

Woolf forms such disarticulations “entirely through language, or rather, by the hint of a 

silence at the heart of language,” I see a similar disarticulation take place when the girl 

usurps our specular gaze with her videocam. In appropriating Potter’s camera, the girl 

does more than share the stage with her mother – she becomes the film’s author, perhaps 

even its “biographer.” If we closely analyze this shift on a structural level, it is not so 

much that we are seeing things through the little girl’s eyes, or that we are seeing things 

the way she would like us to see them (although this is clearly the implication). We are 

                                                
49 In “Two Feminist Classics,” Sibel Celik-Norman makes the apt point that Woolf’s Orlando is “not a 
straightforward feminist statement,” but instead contains depictions of sexuality that are “subtle and 
sometimes confusing” (2007). Similarly, Potter’s film is not a straightforward feminist statement, but is a 
(post)feminist indication of the highly nuanced interplay of sex and gender as construed in force relations.  
50 Of course, Degli-Esposti is not alone in suggesting that Potter’s films and Woolf’s texts share a tendency 
to open new perspectives for seeing and knowing. In Figures of Resistance, de Lauretis speaks of Woolf’s 
Orlando as a character who “resist[s] grammatical meaning” even as s/he conveys it, “thus suspending the 
logic of conventional assumptions about gender identity and gender difference” (258). De Lauretis places 
Potter’s early works (cf: The Gold Diggers) in the same category, asserting these films engage in “devising 
strategies of representation which […] in turn, alter the standard of vision, the frame of reference of 
visibility, of what can be seen” (2007: 66). Similarly, in The Threshold of the Visible World, Kaja 
Silverman cites the ways in which The Gold Diggers works to expand the contextual frame for considering 
both gender and films about gender, and avails herself of Potter’s famous quote: “‘I know that even as I 
look and even as I see, I am changing what is there’” (Silverman 1996: 161, citing the final words of 
Potter’s Gold Diggers). Of course, this argument can be extended to the project of adaptation in general, 
which by nature changes the way things change. 



now beholding Potter’s vision of what would happen if Orlando’s daughter suddenly 

claimed authority over her gazing apparatus – an articulation that takes place in the same 

moment the filmmaker suggests we might join Orlando and her daughter as enlightened 

human beings, rising above the constraints of heterocentric gender norms. In seizing the 

filmmaker’s camera, the figure of the girl becomes a combination of performance art and 

the document of a performance; a performance not simply of resituating the normatizing 

gaze, but of queering the Queer. 51 At the moment the girl apprehends our vision and 

swerves it towards her mother, Potter’s film begins to redefine our “conditions of vision, 

as well as modes of representing” (de Lauretis 2007: 66). Yet precisely because the 

conditions for intersubjective transformation “cannot be predicated on a single, undivided 

identity of performer and audience,” the final scenes of Orlando do not yield the 

“postfeminist promised land of complete gender equality” to which Winterhalter and 

Hollinger object (de Lauretis 2007: 66, Hollinger 2001). Instead, the sudden appearance 

of the girl and her camera hyperbolically destabilizes our gaze and pivots us away from 

“reaching” any totalizing conclusion. Not only does the ending of Potter’s Orlando 

suggest it might be possible for the protagonist (or anyone) to be a queer mother, it 

depicts the actions of Orlando’s daughter entwining with the destabilizing force of her 

mother’s politics and her own queer pleasure to open a space for new forms of art and 

thinking, revitalized ways to articulate gender roles long considered commonplace or 

“normal.” In that sense, the conclusion of Potter’s adaptive Orlando exceeds Woolf’s 

source text, inasmuch as mother and child have both ascended to the apex of 

                                                
51 Surely, it is this same destabilizing critique that Potter sees at work in pieces by girl filmmakers such as 
Sadie Benning, with their Fischer-Price cameras, predilection for verité, and exuberant irreverence for 
conventional filmmaking. In that sense, Benning is Potter’s theoretical daughter; the “ideal” Potter 
unconstrained by the canon of filmmaking and strictures of political correctness. 



empowerment.52 

Yet at the precise moment the girl snatches our gaze in her camera, she becomes 

increasingly ambiguous on a corporeal level – not entirely invisible, but no longer quite 

visible, either. When we examine this move closely, we see the girl’s ambiguation occur 

on two distinct planes: on the one hand, her body becomes invisible to us because we are 

now looking through her viewfinder, almost as if we are standing inside her body looking 

out – but we know the girl is still there precisely because the unskilled actions of her 

camera continue to intercede between ourselves, Orlando and Sally Potter, asserting the 

girl’s presence as she moderates, facilitates and directs our gaze. Although we can no 

longer see her body, we feel the raw exuberance of her technique, as her moment of 

girling the camera disrupts and adds to our viewing relation with her queer, queer mother.  

As I have suggested, our access to Orlando has been primarily restricted to Potter’s 

practiced lens up to the point that Orlando’s daughter appropriates our gaze. Until the 

moment of that intervention, we have delighted in all of the tropes that signify the work 

of a “master”: we have basked in Potter’s virtuosic depth of field, her sumptuous choices 

of period wardrobe, her savvy decisions in casting and location – in short, her technical 

command of high production values. But in one deft twist, Potter juxtaposes the brash 

filmmaking style of Orlando’s daughter against her own polished oeuvre, suggesting the 

                                                
52 Of course, Woolf advocates a similar paradigm shift in A Room of One’s Own, in which she offers “an 
opinion on one minor point—a woman must have a room of her own if she is to write fiction” (1929: 1-2). 
Indeed, Potter’s invitation for viewers to re-consider long-established gender roles is exactly what Woolf 
calls for in Orlando: A Biography – a fact that Jane Maher touches on in “Prone to Pregnancy,” when she 
asserts that both Orlandos work together to expand the larger discourse on motherhood and pregnancy, 
thereby offering “a critical instance where the productivities of pregnancy are opened out and celebrated” 
(2000: 19-20). Yet, while Maher sees the Orlandos join forces to “challenge our sense that the ‘seen’ of 
sexed embodiment generates clear and certain definitions,” Fowler views Potter as extending Woolf’s story 
“into the contemporary moment,” facilitating a progression into “the future promised by Orlando’s 
daughter” (Maher 2000: 20, Fowler 2009: 107). In that sense, while both authors deploy Orlando’s 
motherhood as “evidence” that the protagonist has become a recognizable woman, only Potter’s version 
focalizes the actions of Orlando’s child to illuminate an ontology of girlhood. 



little girl’s irreverent filmmaking subverts it, critiques it, opens it to adaptation.53 In that 

sense, Potter presents Orlando’s daughter not merely as the future of feminism, but as the 

future of feminist filmmaking. But she does not depict this future as set. Instead, it is a 

state of flux and rebellion, in which any institutionalized tendency towards concretization 

stands to be disrupted by the revolutionary figure of the girl. By usurping Potter’s 

camera, filming the protagonist (her mother) in the manner of her choosing, Orlando’s 

daughter asserts an alterious position of pleasure and defiance. Because this position is 

only beginning to exist at the moment of her articulation, it does not yet fully exist, 

precisely because the outcomes of the girl’s actions, if they succeed in cracking the 

dominant hegemonic order (of filmmaking, sexuality, heteronormativity, unilateral 

feminism), will change the way things change, transforming the ontological order that 

bears down on her from all directions. That is the order she resists. In that sense, 

Orlando’s daughter, like her mother, has not finished changing. Her position in the 

narrative is unclear, ambiguous, unstable.  

Some of this instability emanates from girlhood itself, as that sexual subject position 

is often defined by arbitrary markers that bracket it as another trans-location; a state that 

shifts between childhood and womanhood, beginning from the moment the baby’s sex is 
                                                
53 Slipping between our conventional systems of viewing and conceptualizing (a film, a storyline, a 
technology of viewing Orlando) the pivotal position of this girl evokes Deleuze and Guattari’s notions, via 
their analysis of Virginia Woolf’s writing, that girls “slip in everywhere, between orders, acts, ages, sexes,” 
yielding the possibility to “get outside” the dyadic dualism of abject power structures: hetero-/homo-, 
male/female, licit/illicit, child/adult (1987: 57, 305). Although feminist scholars such as Alice Jardine and 
Catherine Driscoll critique Deleuze and Guattari for positioning the girl “an impossible figure of escape” 
from Freudian oedipal paradigms, the truth is that Mille Plateaux extends the tactics of girlhood beyond the 
scope of psychoanalytic praxis to sexual subjectivation in general (Jardine 1985: 208-20, Driscoll 2002 
:192). In fact, although Jardine and Driscoll march under a feminist banner to reject their conceptualization 
of girlhood for its perceived dependence on Freud, Deleuze and Guattari’s theories actually reflect many 
(post)feminist notions on subversive and/or resistant bodies (or queer bodies, if you like). In Bodies That 
Matter, for example, Butler argues that it is critical “to wield the signs of subordinated identity in a public 
domain that constitutes its own homophobic and racist hegemonies” (1993: 118). Many of these 
hegemonies are the types of oppositional dyads that Deleuze and Guattari see the girl slipping between, 
calling them into question. 



detected (as a girl) and exited through any number of occurrences that rarely take place at 

the same time, during the same age or in the same way – occurences such as puberty, 

intercourse, menstruation, each of which marks a transition towards marriagability (or its 

renunciation). Ontologically speaking, the performative state of girlhood is flanked by 

iterations of the transitory and provisional. It is along these lines that scholars in the 

nascent field of girl studies have suggested the state of girlhood, so long regarded as a 

“normal” and penultimate sexual state, bears a potential to be more volatile, revolutionary 

and sexually ambiguous than formerly recognized.54 

The girl’s propensity to intermediate, “slide between” and/or shift ontological 

discourse has long influenced both poststructural and (post)feminist thought.55 Kristeva 

and Butler have both commented on the girl’s potential to call many dyadic “certainties” 

into question (gender, class, race, sex). In particular, Kristeva focuses on the slipping-

between that occurs in aject discourse at the moment of primary identification, when girls 

begin to distinguish between themselves and their mothers. This act of identification (in 

effect an act of trans-identification) is a precursor for the girl’s entrance into the cultural 

symbolic, a transsubjective reorientation that plunges the girl and her mother into 

abjection via the impact of the girl’s renunciation (you are not me!), yet provides the girl 

with a potential to articulate her desire within the larger cultural order. In Powers of 

Horror, Kristeva calls our attention to “the verbal games of little girls,” which 

linguistically attempt to bridge not only the gap that divides the girl from her mother, but 

                                                
54 Until recently, many academic enclaves of feminism have regarded the state of girlhood (and even girl 
theory) as subordinate to womanhood (and women’s studies) – when in fact girlish acts can alter or adapt 
the ontological boundaries of what it means not simply to perform femininity, but to be a woman.  
55 On a poststructural level, the girl’s potential to “slip between” hegemonic dyadic relations leads Deleuze 
and Guattari to position the girl as an “intermezzo” figure; an agency who slips between bureaucracies of 
normatization to posit the existence of (any) alterity. According to Deleuze and Guattari’s, Virginia Woolf 
just that type of girl, “with all her energies, in all of her work, never ceasing to become” (2004: 305). 



the larger ontological rift that looms between the girl and the cultural symbolic. “Through 

the mouth that I fill with words instead of my mother whom I miss from now on more 

than ever,” Kristeva writes, “I elaborate what I want, and the aggressivity which 

accompanies it, by saying” (1982: 41, emphasis Kristeva’s). Defining the cultural 

symbolic as a matrix of “phallic power and paternal meaning that is both erotic and 

symbolic,” Kristeva sees girls confronting the symbolic order in a manner that is slightly 

different than boys. Because the symbolic order constitutes a phallic function, Kristeva 

suggests that girls enter the linguistic order with an impression of “strangeness” that 

stems from the necessity to assess themselves “in terms of the law of the other” (2003: 

59, emphasis Kristeva’s).56 Abjection obviously permeates every aspect of this volatile 

interstice, as the girl attempts to signify for herself, striving to differentiate herself from 

her disavowed mother while confessing herself to the Law of the Father, the cultural 

symbolic that embraces and repudiates all subjectivity regardless of sex or gender. 

 Butler also explores the girl’s position in primary identification – and although she is 

careful to parse her terminology differently than Kristeva, she too assesses the girl’s 

emergence from “the matrix of gender relations [that] is prior to the emergence of the 

‘human’” (1993: 7). In Bodies That Matter, Butler interrogates the seemingly irresistible 

desire of medicolegal authorities to split the preliminary “it” of an infant into either “the 

                                                
56 In Tales of Love, Kristeva regards the speaking position of the girl as problematic if she “buries” her 
primary indentification “in abstraction, which, as it flies away from the body, fully constitutes itself as 
‘soul’ or fuses with an Idea, a Love, a Self-sacrifice.” Of course it is exactly such Ideas, Loves and Self-
sacrifices that gave wings to feminism, as notions such as Patriarchy, Intercourse and Womyn developed 
into the Big Ideas that ultimately kindled the reorientation of women’s position in the cultural Symbolic. 
“For Kristeva,” Keltner suggests, “the Third Party is a fundamental condition of life” and its rictus of 
“separation opens the possibility of becoming a subject of representation through symbolic identification 
with another” (2010: 51-2). Needless to say, Kristeva’s notion that the Law (of the other) is necessarily 
paternal has caused some controversy; as Beardsworth points out, Kristeva could easily have left the 
position of the other unsexed, or ambiguously sexed. But of course she did not. With her roots in Lacanian 
theory, Kristeva views the paternal law as symbolic of the Name of the Father (cf. Lacan in Ecrits and 
elsewhere). 



boy” or “the girl” (7). Closely evaluating the ways in which girls are “brought into the 

domain of language and kinship through the interpellation of gender,” Butler remarks that 

“the girling of the girl” does not end at the moment when the infant is split into a boy/girl 

binary; indeed, the case is quite the contrary, as the “founding interpellation” of this 

medicolegal split “is reiterated by various authorities and throughout various intervals of 

time to reinforce or contest this naturalized effect” (7).57 Thus, the possibility arises that 

this discursive process can be tilted back into the arena of the girl as she forms a counter-

iteration of her own (backtalk, lip, sass), thereby resisting the repetitious imperative of 

the natural and translating forward to signify for herself. 

What can be drawn from a combined reading of Butler and Kristeva – inasmuch as 

both scholars cite the girl’s potential to rebel against the medicolegal, cultural imperative 

to split – is the notion that the revolutionary girl’s stance is a position of extreme 

exception, wherein the girl repudiates subjectivation in all terms save her own.58 

Wilkerson describes a similar disruptive potential  in Sexual Ambiguities, when he 

analyzes the ambiguity that enshrounds any articulation of the new, which always has one 

foot in the now, and one in the future. In that light, the full meaning of the sexual new as 

it arises from sexual ambiguity to signify for itself always seems ambiguous because its 

                                                
57 Butler continues her thoughts on girlhood to discuss how “the naming of the ‘girl’ is transitive,” and 
“initiates the process by which a certain ‘girling’ is compelled, the term, or, rather, its symbolic power, 
governs the formation of a corporeally enacted femininity that never fully approximates the norm” (232). 
58 In Tales of Love, Kristeva examines how the girl’s first encounter with the cultural symbolic is a 
confrontation; an aggressive act that is resumed whenever her desire is constrained by the symbolic order. 
In her analysis of Claude Levi-Strauss’s re-telling of “The Girl Who Was Crazy About Honey,” Kristeva 
calls attention to the fact that the story’s protagonist is a girl who stands outside: “who is not married, who 
wants to escape the law, who does not want to share, who refuses to cook, who consumes an invaluable 
product in secret” – honey (2003: 111). “How well we understand her,” Kristeva writes. “That beautiful 
child! Today, we are girls crazy about every sort of honey.” (111). In that sense, I am equally crazy about 
Orlando’s daughter, who treats her camera like a toy, prancing madly through a Christo installation, 
standing within the institutions of gender, class and money, yet regarding them each with silent but 
irreverent repudiation. 



outer discursive edge has not been fully defined; there is a liminal edge of every 

emergent Other that even the Other cannot predict or see.  

Simply put, there is no way for us, or for Orlando’s daughter, to completely see what 

the sexual future will hold in store until the emergent girl has made her mark in it, 

engaging the lessons she learned from her mother’s revolutionary defiance of sexual 

normativity.59 While the film’s protagonist, then, might comprise the filmmaker’s 

(post)feminist ideal, Orlando’s daughter is the inheritress of Orlando’s ontological 

resistance, and the queer feminism enacted by the mother ensures her girl will no longer 

be bound to same socio-sexual strictures that constrained Orlando’s expression of sex, 

precisely because women like Orlando (and Woolf, and Potter) have resisted, de-seated 

and re-ordered the dominant sexual hegemonies of their time.  

Placing Butler’s notions on “the girling of the girl” alongside Kristeva’s discussion of 

the girl’s potential to slide between entrenched dyadic conventions, we see the act of 

girling bear a potential to cause gender trouble in a fashion that deeply resembles 

queering, inasmuch as both speaking positions can advance their agenda by destabilizing 

sociosexual norms through acts of disarticulation. In this tactic, the girl does not merely 

speak for herself; she actively speaks against the translation of what the dominant regime 

thinks she ought to be saying. When girling becomes a semiotic act of disarticulation, the 

girl’s sassy backtalk (often interpreted as “nonsense”) rejects any dyadic tradition by 

articulating the presence, not merely of A Third, but of many thirds – in short, of alterity 

                                                
59 Celik Norman suggests that the “deliberate sexual ambiguities” in Sally Potter’s Orlando can also be 
traced in the fact that the Queen is “played by a man )’the Queen of Queens,’ Quentin Crisp), the castratus 
singing in the literary salon [and] the boyish good looks of the Russian princess” (2002: 2). While there is 
the ring of truth to this argument, I argue that the shifting of the camera’s focus to the little girl’s camera 
brings up still more deliberate issues of sexual ambiguity, and what happens when we “take the place” of 
the other. Can we really stand in the place of the other, stand for the other? 



in general. The girl’s backtalk does not, therefore, merely unsettle masculinity and 

femininity as the dominant/dominating nodes of a primal sexual paradigm – her deeply 

emergent discourse, bubbling forth from the new, reasserts the fact that masculinity and 

femininity can be as alterious as anything else.60  

In fact, if we return to the moment Orlando’s daughter gazes at her mother through 

the lens of her videocam, it becomes obvious the girl does not consider her mother to be 

either androgynous or sexually ambiguous. She does not view her mother as refuting 

gender norms because she has no lived perspective on the history of her mother’s 

relationship to those norms.61 Orlando is her mom. A loving mother who gives her 

daughter permission to signify for herself, to question and rebel, to revel and refute. In 

that sense, her parting gift to us is a daughter who will begin her life unfettered by the 

constraints of sexual normatization that feminism shattered. Of course the girl will face 

other constraints – but she will face them on a newly emergent playing field, the cultural 

negotiation of gender and sex that feminism shifted, and is shifting. In that sense, it is 

Orlando’s daughter who Potter positions – and who positions herself – as the most 

volatile and sexually ambiguous agency in the film. Of all the characters and scenes that 

                                                
60 Mayer suggests Potter’s cinematic aesthetics, “as embodied in the strategic employment of video at the 
end of Orlando,” are “liberatory” (2008: 195-8). According to her, the film does not create a suspension of 
disbelief, but rather “a Harawayian relay of play, engaging the viewer in a virtual space in which multiple 
narratives and identities are simultaneously possible” (195-8). Of course, Mayer’s rather utopian view of 
art as liberational (as opposed to Rancière’s notions concerning artistic emancipations into discourse) is 
patently second-wave. Furthermore, one must not forget that among the “new possibilities” opened by 
second-wave feminism was the post-feminist discourse of Judith Butler, which laid many essentialist 
second-wave sticking points to rest. Setting aside this inconvenient truth for a moment, if we examine 
Orlando closely, it remains a staunchly feminist film in its repeated assertions that violence and war are the 
regrettable products of masculine aggression, and that intellectual and gender stultification can be traced to 
patriarchal gender oppression. 
61 This is where many scholars fall short, claiming that Potter places a narrative premium on Orlando’s 
androgyny, thereby making her film irreconcilable with a feminist or post-feminist agenda (cf. Marcus, 
Halberstam, and Alison Darren, among others). Noting that “for Butler, and arguably for Woolf […] there 
is no essential self, only a multiplicity of selves and genders,” Hollinger and Winterhalter assert that 
Potter’s “androgyne is much less likely than Woolf’s sexually ambiguous hero to stimulate thinking that 
could lead to social change” (242-43, emphasis mine). 



she adds to her adaptation, it is her figure of the girl who beckons us into the delightfully 

ambiguous future of feminism and feminist filmmaking.62  

In this chapter, I closely read Sally Potter’s adaptation of Orlando. Beginning with 

her sanitization of the Moor’s head from Woolf’s opening sequence, I suggest the force 

of Potter’s editorial cut calls attention to her larger elimination of racist imagery – an 

adaptive move that rekindles our attention to the abjection of colonial violence. I next 

examine Potter’s relocation of Orlando’s “sex change” from Constantinople to Khiva, 

suggesting that Potter’s altered sex-change sequence comprises a change of gender. 

Exploring this gender change in light of Orlando’s abjection as a woman, I suggest the 

intertextual objects of Woolf and Potter form a body of Orlando-lore that works to 

destabilize any dyadic cultural order. I then evaluate Potter’s transformation of Orlando’s 

child from a boy into a girl, suggesting that Potter’s new vision of Orlando as a queer 

mother vests both the protagonist and her daughter with a politicity that causes gender 

trouble in a different direction than Woolf’s novel. Asserting that Orlando’s daughter is 

the most sexually ambiguous character in the film. I conclude the chapter by exploring 

her adaptive role in the future of feminism and feminist filmmaking.  

In the next chapter, I return to sexual ambiguity and the girl, in order to analyze a 

girlhood that was depicted as sexually ambiguous against the wishes of the girl; namely, 

the girlhood of Camille Barbin as portrayed in Michel Foucault’s Herculine Barbin: 

Being The Memoirs of a French Hermaphrodite. Investigating the fact that sexual 

                                                
62 Although Winterhalter and Hollinger suggest Woolf “forcefully suppresses the lesbian subtext in Woolf’s 
novel,” I do not believe this is the case (2001: 243). At the core of their argument is the inside debate about 
Woolf’s lesbianism and Orlando’s status as an homage to her affair with Sackville-West, which a viewer 
new to Orlando would not understand. Thus, any suppressed lesbianism in Potter’s version is a secondary 
repression, which is apparent only to those who have read Woolf’s novel or glanced at her biographic 
details. Hollinger and Winterhalter even concede that lesbianism was only a “secondary concern” for 
Woolf in Orlando (243). 



ambiguity, like girlhood, is not necessarily queer – nor is queerness sexually ambiguous – 

I discuss the representation of individuals who desire little more than a fade into 

normativity, but whose physical “facticity” seems to contradict their desired sexual 

subject position, summoning them into abjection. In the desired girlhood and enforced 

manhood of Camille Barbin, one does not merely see her girlhood as an interstitial locus 

for revolution and change. Instead, it becomes a sexual subject position turned back on 

itself until it leads to Camille’s subjective eradication. Still, Camille’s enforced return to 

maleness raises many questions concerning the point at which the sexual subject exceeds 

itself, and why this excess seems to summon either its inquisition or demolition. 

Anything but stasis or peace. Must an excess of sexual unrecognizability inevitably 

summon affect in excess, via abjection or jouissance? Can anything lie beyond this 

dyadic arrangement? And how much does the act of exceeding inevitably involve excess, 

anyway? Can it in fact predicate a lack on the part of the agencies of normatization that 

seek to know excess and trace the contours of ambiguation – an overarching lack that has 

the propensity to suck any “non-normative” agency back down a rabbit hole of power, 

choice and recognition, into an unwanted state of disambiguation, where it is compelled 

to signify not so much for itself, but for the pleasure of a reigning sexual ontology? 


